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Calendar Wednesday
of Events
M ONDAY

...

Donate
From soup to nuts
points, cash or canned goods,
Dec. 7 and 8. Watch for collection
points outside McElroy and
Lyons for the benefit of Haley
House and Rosie's Place. Sponsored by Pulse.
Campus Crusaders for Christ's
Dsicipleship Training Class will
be held at 6 p.m. in Cushing 237.
We'd love to have you come by
and check theclass out.
Sophomore Class Bake Sale
sponsored by Gold Key. Mon.,
Dec. 7, 10 am 5 pm. Higgins
Lpbby and McElroy 115.

-

There will be a Junior Year
Abroad get-together on Monday,
Dec. 7, 1981, at 7 p.m. in the
Greycliff Language House, 2051
Commonwealth Ave. Returning
Junior Year Abroad students
from foreign language programs
in France, Germany, Italy and
Spain will discuss their experiences. All are invited.

Tuesday
Attention Seniors! Special preChristmas Vacation Program
sponsoredby Career Center. How
to utilize your Christmas Vacation in your job campaign. Consider relocation! Where are the
fastest growing job markets in the
US0 Advantages of relocating to
the Sun Belt thru the eyes ofa '67
BC grad, born and raised in Boston, now working in Texas.
Tues., Dec. 8, 4:30 - 6:00, McGuinnAuditorium.
Resume Workshop: Last one
before vacation! Tues., Dec. 8 at
3 pm in the Career Center. Learn
the basics of resume writing so
you can develop an effective
resume during vacation and get a
headstart on the new year.
UGBC Financial Aid Advisement begins in Lyons 208. The
advisors will distribute financial
materials for the 1982-83 school
year. Don't forget to pick up your
forms!

Weekly meeting for Circle-K,

Wed., Dec. 9, 1981 - Cushing 230

at 5:15. All welcome Christmas

activities.
Auditions for the Dance Ensemble 5:30 pm, Wed., Dec. 9,
New Theatre. Limited positions
available. Looking for male talent.

Women's LaCrosse meeting,
Wed., Dec. 9, in Robert Center
106,4:00pm.
BUs Morse Auditorium will be
the site of a forum, "Gun Control:Pro or Con?" on Wed., Dec.
9 at 7:30 pm. Speakers include
state senator, Reverand who
treats Gunshot Victims (pro), rifle
association member, former
mayor of Lynn (con). Question
and answerperiod to follow.
Join Joe Schreiber and Mike
Ellis for the exciting Basketball
Action as Brown takes on BC,
7:30 pm, WZBC90.3FM.

HURSDAY
Murray House reminds you
that it will be open 24 hours per
day starting Thurs., Dec. 10 for
your study and typewriting needs.
The House will close for Christmas vacationon Fri., Dec. 18.
Need a study break? Murray
House reminds you that free refreshments will be served today,
Thurs., Dec. 10. The House will
be open 24 hrs. for your study
needs.
Thurs., Dec. 10, 7:30 pm,
QZBC 90.3 FM Northeastern at
BC Hockey. Lou DiGiusto and
Steve Culton bring you all the action.
Last fall semester "Night of the
Living Craines." Mandatory
meeting for all Craines, and practitioners of "Jimmy"isms and
"Willie"isms. 8:30- sharp at
Mouseskellar in Tiger's Hall.

F RIDAY
Do you need some instant energy? Murray House invites you to
partake in consuming free refreshments today, Fri., Dec. 11.
The House will be open 24 hrs.
for your study needs.
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Lucky you if you go to 8.C., too.
Just show us your Boston College student I.D. and get-

$12.00

HAIRCUTS

Regularly $16 -$20
Guys or gals cuts including shampoo and styling.

!
\u25a0

I
10% DISCOUNT ON
I
I ALL OTHER SERVICES I
Perms, waxing, highlighting, cellophaning, the works.

\u25a0

Take a study break and get into
the Christmas Spirit. Come see
the Boston Liturgical Dance Ensemble wjth the University Concert Choir perform A Concert of
Dancesfor Advent and Christmas
Dec. 11, and 12, 8 pm. New Theatre. Tickets $2.00 w/student ID.

Saturday

Season of Light Seminars with
Per Vilayat Inayat Khan, head of
Sufi Order on Planetary Consciousness, A Symphony of Divine
Emotions, Wholistic Healing,
The Purpose of our Lives Dec.
12 and 13, 9 am to 5 pm, Huntington Hall (Rm. 10-250), MIT,
Cambridge.$15/sessiorf for 4 sessions; $25/day; $50/seminar.
Childcare for 3 years old and over
?

?

Announcements
Important Update on Campus

Seniors
Recruiting Program
are reminded that resumes for
pre-screening are due in the Career Center for over 37 companies, including 6 new additions,
during the weeks of Dec. 11-18.
An additional 70 employers have
joined the Campus Recruiting
Program since Sept. Check bulletin board outside of room 102for
further updates.
Att. Seniors! Special PreChtistmas Vacation Program
sponsored by Career Center.
1) How to utilize your Christmas
Vacation in your Job Campaign;
2) Consider Relocation! Where
are the fastest growing job markets in the U.S.? Advantages of
relocating to the Sunbelt through
the eyes of a '67 B.C. grad, born
and raised in Boston, now working in Texas. Tues., Dec. 8, 4:30-6:00 pm, McGuinn Auditorium.
Resume Workshop! Last one
before vacation! Tues., Dec. 8 at
3:00 pm in the Career Center.
Learn the basic of resume writing
so you can develop an effective
resume during vacation and get a
head start on the new year.
RA Applications are now available at the office of University
Housing, Rubenstein Hall. For
the limited number of January
1982 openings, the application
dates are Nov. 5 thru Dec. 4,
1981. For approximately 50 openings in Sept. of 1982, applications
are availableNov. 5 thru Dec. 30,
1981. Full time juniors, seniors
and graduate students in good
?

academic and social standing at
the University as of July 1, 1982,
are eligible for appointment.
Ski Weekend. Jan. 29-31.
Leave Fri. nite return Sun. eve.
Waterville Valley, N.H. $88 per
person, includes: 2 days skiing, 2
breakfasts, 1 dinner, 2 nights
?

lodging, transportation. Deposits
of 1/2 the cost due by Wed., Dec.
9. In Gold Key Office, McElroy

115. Limit: 60 first come - first
served.
Ice Cream sale on study days, 8
to 10 pm in Fulton, New Dorm
and on Newton Campus. Proceeds to BC Appalacian Trip.
Featuring FFF ice cream.
Political Science Dept. offers
opportunity to study Amer. national govt, and politics in Washington to Juniors& Seniors. Eight
week intern with $1000 stipend.
Pick up application in McGuinn
201 beforeDec. 15.
If you need a place to stay for
the semester break after the residence halls close on Sat., Dec. 19,
OR if you would like to share
your apartment with someone
who needs vacation housing, contact the Off-Campus Housing Office, ext. 3075, between 10am and
4pm, Mon. thru Fri.
Students seeking part-time employment for Jan.break/semester
should register (or update form if
already registered) with the Student Employment Office, Lyons
113,before Friday, Dec. 18.
AdPhotography Contest
missions Office is sponsoring a
photo contest for the 1983 Bulletin. Contest open to studnets, fac?

Classifieds
FOR SALE
OUR PANTS MUST COME
DOWN!!! Almost everything in
stock at. $8.99 a pair: dungarees,
hospital scrubs, army & camoflauge pants, chinos, sweats,
warmups, mens & ladies ski
pants, painters, sailors, pants.
Values of $18.95, up to $40.00.
Also: Vietnam boots and several
other exceptionally outstanding
values. Only at Newton Sports
Center, 4751 Langley, Newton
Center. Open Sundays. 332-7830.
Great pants only 8.99. Howabout
it?
For Sale Original Jimmy W. Guitar. Best offer. Contact NDIIIB
$500 Chevrolet Impala, 1970,
8000 miles, 4 dr hardtop, ps/pb,
new battery and tires plus 2 snow
son rims. Has inspection sticker.
323-2609.
RUGS
Never used, 6x9 - $18;
9x12 - $30; 12x15 $45; pads $9;
orientals $29. David Bren, 115
Salem St., Boston, 523-9533.
Summer '82 Working Vacations!
How to get Resort Jobs. Send
self-addressed stamped env.and
$3 to: KR TRAVEL, Box 237,
Princeton Jet.,NJ 08550.
?

-

-

HELP WANTED

-

-

Babysitting on Wed., 1 b3O 3:30
for 4 yr. old girl within walking
distance. Call 566-7564 after
3:30.

Part-time Position available for
student to represent
Travel Company on campus.
Earn Commission, Free travel
and work experience. Contact
BEACHCOMBER TOURS, Inc.
11 Lane Aye., ford, Ma. 01730.
college

617-275-0520.

On Campus salesJOB INFO
persons wanted to distribute/sell
personal security alarms. Excel?

lent commissions.Write Deerfield
Corp., Box 683, Framingham,
MA 01701.
Free room and board in exchange
for 15-20 hours per week ofchildcare, household jobs, cooking or
companion to elderly in homes
convenient to BC. Call now for
2nd semester. Student housing exchange 262-6420 or 262-9464.
Assistants to Coordinators new
positions available with Boston
College internship program. Involves phone work and personal
contact with our employers requires effective communication
skills and eye for detail. Call
x3432 to set up informationalinterview. Deadline is Jan. 22.
Information on jobs listed below
and many others can be obtained
in the Student Employment Office, Lyons 113. The office is
open Mon. Thurs., 10am - 4pm.
Boston 03997: Tellers
$4.90/hr, 2-3 full days/week;
must be graduate student, will
train, large Boston bank.

-

-

-

for additional fee. Call 522-0800.

S UNDAY
Self Hypnosis and guided imagery workshop, Sun., Dec. 13,
noon to 6 pm, Boston College,
Cushing. Registration $35. Call
646-9684.

ulty, and staff. Color and black
and white pictures are needed. All
are encouraged to stop by Lyons
120 for details. Pictures must be
submitted before January 19,
1982.
O'Connell House will be open
for Study only Dec. 10 thru Dec.
17. The House will open at 12pm
and close at lam. Good luck on
your finals and if you need 13
hours of study you know where to
find it. See ya next semester.
ThePre-Law Advisement Team
is trained for the complexities involved in undergraduate planning
and preparation for law schools.
Make an appointment today at
the University Counseling Services located in Gasson 108, ext.
3310-Mon. thru Frr.

The Financial Aid Advisement
Team is available for all students
with questionsregarding financial
aid programs and procedures.
The Teamis located in Lyons 208.
Stop in at the Financial Aid Office in Lyons 210 (ext. 3320) to
make an appointment to see an
advisor. Also, the Advisors will
distribute financial aid materials
for school year 1982-83 starting
Dec. 8 in Lyons 208 Don't forget to pick up your forms!
?

The UGBC Social Committee
will be accepting late ski trip deposits this week. The trip to
Sugarloaf in Maine from Jan. 10
to 16 costs $175, and is open to all
interested students.For more info
stop by McElroy 120.

Boston 01608: Marketing Research - $4/hr, flexible hrs., oncall basis; tabulate & code marketing research questionnaires',
assist with bulk mailings.
Boston 05717: Accounting
Clerk'.- $4.15/hr, for medical lab;
handle billing, must type 5060wpm; will train, 20 hrs/wk
flexible.
Boston 01695: Salesperson $4.18-4.50/hr, Mon-Fri, 4-8pm,
in gift shop in large hospital.
Boston 01695: Eye Bank Coordinator - $4.18/hr, Tues &
midnight, coThurs, 4:30pm
ordinateeye bank activities, also,
some clerical duties, in large
hospital.
Watertown 04611: Lab Asst
$4/hr, 15-20 hrs/wk, flexible;
some lab work & glassware cleaning, would prefer chemistry or
micro-biologystudent.
The Boston College Internship
program lists the following internships available over winter
break. If interested, please contact the BCIP at ext. 3432 or visit
the Career Planning and Placement Center.
CuratorialAssociates needed at
a local aquarium for a period of
four weeks. Duties include care of
aquarium displays, water analysis
and changing exhibits.
Research Assistant in basic behavioral research of brain-behavior interaction. Includes statisticontinued to page 23

-

-

-
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Student Trustee Proposal Shot Down
by Nina Murphy

At last Friday's meeting, the
Boston CollegeBoard of Trustees
rejected the Coalition for a Student Trustee's proposal for student membership on the Board.
According to a statement issued
by the University, through the Office of Communications, "The
Board decided to reaffirm its
working principle that neither students, nor administrators, nor
faculty members shall have membership on its committees."
The Coalition's proposal requested student membership on
the Board's subcommittees, "to
complete the circle of student participation in University governance."

The decision of the Trustees
caused much disappointment
among the Coalition, said UGBC
President Joanne Caruso. "I
firmly believe the Student Coalition did everything possible in an
attempt to convince the Trustees
of the merits of our proposal
from presentation to Trustees to
the lobbying of individual Trustees. The Board's decision reflects
a strong philosophy that the
Board is not ready for consistent,
active studentparticipation."
According to a release from the
Coalition following Friday's
meeting, the members remain
"convinced that (their) proposed
system, providing a vehicle for
consistent student input, is consonant with the Board's reaf-

asks for
Aid Increase

Maguire
by Patrick White

Dean of Records, Admissions
and Financial Aid John MaGuire
advocated sharp increases in discretionary financial aid at a recent
Budget Committee meeting.
Maguire predicted that Boston
College would see serious reductions in federal financial aid in the
near future.
"We've seen two projections
from the Finance Office and the
suggestion is that there will be a
recision of 12* beyond the cutbacks we've already seen. We
could well lose $1 million in Federal financial aid over and above
what we lost last year."
Last year, the federal Financial
Aid loss: at BC was a half million
dollars, said Maguire.

student every year for the next
four years.
"That would give us an additional $1 million a year. By the
mid '80s, we want $4 million in
addition to whatever it would increase."

firmed working principle of University governance."
They also reaffirmed the Coalition's "conviction that-the input
of the contemporary Boston College Student ought to be a part, at
least one factor in the decisionmaking process of the Board of
Trustees."
At the Coalition's original presentation to the Board's Student
Life Committee October 2, the
Coalition proposed student membership on the seven committees
as well as a voting member on the
full Board.
Following the October meeting
a report was prepared by VicePresident for Student Affairs
Kevin Shea's office in conjunction with the Coalition and
UGBC. Included in the report was
a survey of the trustee policies at
33 universities. The results of the
survey showed that 70* of the universities contacted had students
on committees, 57* with voting
privileges.
The report was presented to the
Board along with a letter by the
Coalition which stated, "The

Alcohol Problems Unresolved
by

When asked if he would like to
see revenue generated from overenrollment put toward financial
aid, Maguire responded, "I see
two problems with doing that.
First of all, this money is used as
contingent mohey, since we don't
know exactly how many students
we'll lose over the course of the
year. The actual amount of revenue is much less. Second, what
if we took extra money this year
and next year there was no overenrollment? Then we are in big
trouble because we won't have
"We give out $4 millino in discretionary financial aid. This year budgeted for that amount."
it will increase by the percentage
Executive Vice President Frank
that tuition, room and board inCampanella said, "last year; recreases.
venue generated from overenrollment went to build the endow"We needto do a lot more than ment and build reserves for phythat.The proposal we made to the sical plant. To the extent we overBudget Committee was to inenroll we provide funds to the
crease Financial aid as projected Financial Aid Office. I foresee no
and then, when all increases are change in policy by the Trustees
completed, add a cost of $125 per when they meet in June."

Trustees prepare for meeting at which they decided not to allow
students on the Board after 4 hours of deliberation.
(Heights/Alec Harrison)
Board's work is done within the ways of expanding participation
context of the committees and on a regular basis by various segstudent input at this level is more ments of the university communiimportant than the more symbolic ty."
position on the full Board."
The statement pointed out that
Despite the fact that the prothis motion indicates the Board's
posal was rejected, there univeracceptance of the Coalition's consity said, "The Board asked the cern for the best interests of stuExecutive Committee of the dents and the university and "that
Board to examine and consider

Ceci

Connolly

It has been almost one month
since the AlcoholForum was held
in the New Dorm, yet few steps
have been taken to alter the
current alcohol policy there.
According to Director of
Housing, Richard Collins, "it's
up to the students now to present
various proposals" as to how
changes in the policy can be
made.
At the November 9th Forum,
UGBC Vice-President of
Programs, Chuck Toto, Collins
and residents of the New Dorm
aired their opinions on the
alcohol policy as it presently
exists as well as making possible
suggessions for alterations.
Presently, the Alcohol Task
Force and the Residents Advisory
Board (RAB) are attempting to
set up guidelines for a new policy.
Toto stated, "no specifics can be
given at this time, but the UGBC
is working on a number of new
ideas."

Toto was very positive about
the alcohol policy and believed
that changes could and would be
made.

"Just look at the Rat reopening and the initiation of
Student Trustees," he pointed
out. Toto said the large majority
of the New Dorm residents really
do care and that their attendance
at the Forum supports this belief.
He also commented that the
"alcohol evaluationsfilled out by
the residents were interesting and
helpful."

When asked what seems to be
preventing an immediate change
in policy, Collins explaiend that
the small number of RA's inproportion to the 800 residents a
major drawback.
He stated "the RA's are one of
main concerns. We do not
want to place more work on them.
However, while Toto recognized
the need to accomodate as many
people as possible, he emphasized
that UGBC "must deal with the
students' needs first and foremost."
my

Collins, on the other hand
"I don't think the whole policy
remarked "the turnout was a bit should center around
making the
disappointing," added that it did RA's life easier," Totosaid.
seem to run smoothly.
Toto also discussed the Alcohol
Education Committee which is
Additionally, Collins explaiend headed by Director of Counselthat a new policy would be ac- ing, Weston Jenks. The group,
cepted if it "addresses all of the rather than dealing with policies,
issue
including administrative aims at producing better comcontrol, outsiders and student munication between various areas
on campus.
behavior."
?

Cash, Passes Stolen
from UGBC Office
by Patrick White
"We had $200 in cash, $200 in
General Cinema passes, and
about $3000 worth of MBTA
passes which were stolen,"
from the
UGBC office in
McElroy according to UUBC
president Joanne Caruso.

MBTA passes are sold primarily to commuters as a public
service, said Caruso.

numbers furnished by Frechette.
He urged anyone who receives
one of these passes to contact him
at extension 4444.
50 cent passes
A502808?

A502837
75 cent passes
8002195
$1.00 passes
1
$1.25 passes
4
$1.50

passes

?

8002171-

?

C00036-

?

D00124-

?

E000436-

E000445

$1.75 passes
F000099FOOOlO3
"I really don't think there's
much of a chance to recover
them," said Caruso.
"Whoever did this knew what
they were doing. They went right
to Maureen's desk and took the
keys to the closet and only took
thecash boxes.
"This is a very accessible office
and it's so hard to watch people. I
trust-everyone who comes into
this office," concludedCaruso."
?

"It happened between 6:00 PM
the Wednesday night before vacation and 9:00 Thursday
morning, "added Caruso.
Boston College Detective Gary
Frechette noted that MBTA officials had been alerted anyone
trying to use a pass in the turnstiles will be caught.
"We have no leads,"
commented Frechette, "but this
will surely help."
The following are the pass

The Christmas spirit pervaded the dustbowlFriday night as the BC Christmas tree was lit.
(Heights/Alec Harrison)
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Editorials

The Heights

Another Year Over
The current generation of college students has had little, in 1981, to soften
the effects of its upbringing. Since infancy, these now young-adults have seen
the deaths of their leaders and heroes. JohnKennedy, Martin Luther King, Jr.,
Bobby Kennedy
all were struck down with such terrifying consistency that
people
are now emotionally pillaged, unwilling to extend
group
an entire
of
hopes
people
their
to
and causes because of a whispering, half-certain fear that
these new dreams, too, will in time be dashed. When disaster does come, as in
the shooting of President Reagan last spring, the news is often greeted with responses like, "I knew that was going to happen."
As 1981 was introduced with John Lennon's death, it is being sent out with
the death of another man of peace, Anwar Sadat. By now feelings of shock
and outrage are so muted they are inaudible, replaced by the frozen silence of
defeated spirit, and inert perseverance. America was always a land of hope, if
nothing else the home of a shining belief that with freedom, all things are
possible. But will this current generation be able to pass such sentiments on?
For they have lived out the ironic reverse of that usually optimistic statement
their freedom has meantregression, not progress; Da Nang, not Normandy;
Nixon, not Kennedy. Instead of the best and the brightest, they had plumbers.
They saw lunar conquest and ghetto defeat, computer technology and rising illiteracy. They were promised new frontiers, and were driven from Iran. And at
Boston College, they pay $30,000 for four years of education, and are refused
a student on the school's board of trustees. The careening American pioneer
has been told he must drive 55 miles an hour and keep his seat belt on, and that
his education, and his life, like his car, will cost more and more take him to
fewer and fewer places.
College students, then, face a most crucial period of American history,
against one of the most dangerous adversaries the country has ever dealt with
themselves. The children of affluent modern America should not allow
themselves to forget the sweat that brought them that luxury. This country was
forged on the ability of its settlers to rebound from accident and calamity.
From King George to Valley Forge, from the Civil War to the Great Depression, from Pearl Harbor to hostages, the country has faced these dangers and
survived. But it won't survive an attack of gypsy moths if this generation allows itself to wallow in fatalism, solipsism, and narcissim. This is not a call for
the blind optimism or the American righteousness of the past, but a desire for
this group to merely open its eyes. Hope for the future is possible only if one
allows himself to see the present.
At BC, there is a future that students can work for, if they are willing to look
around them at the school today.
Like the country's defensebudget, there are some areas of spending priority
at BC that are draining and wasteful, and which should not be maintained if
the school seriously wishes to be the diverse and stimulating university it seemingly seeks to be known as. The athletic department is one such area. Although
its budget is small compared to the total budget at BC, the energy expended on
it is too high. If the school recruited black professors as intensely as it does
linebackers, there would be little ground for complaint.
Another item which the students should work for is a definition from the
school of its overall goals and priorities. What exactly has gone on in the last
15 years, many alumni ask, to change the nature of the BC experience so radically? No other university in the country has grown as far or as fast as BC, and
it is time for students to ask what the consequences of this growth will be. Does
the school still have the commitment it professed two years ago, at tuitionincrease time: to hold tuition as low as possible to accommodate the middleincome students that for so long have patronized the college? What evidence is
there of this commitment, and how will this promise be realized in the coming
years? These and other questions should be asked by students in 1982 and in all
future years.
Finally, students should press BC to participate in the politics with which the
school has become so intertwined. In the state legislature, and in the Congress,
sit many BC diplomas and honorary degrees. Why not call upon these public
servants, through their alma mater, to show concern for the issues that students care about, i.e., financial aid, handgun control, and the general state of
therepublic? Then communication will at least have been established between
the student's voices of tomorrow and those who speak today.
This is the last editorial of the 1981 Heights editorial board, a group of people who one year ago dedicated their energies to the memory of John Lennon.
Our wishes to the community are best summed up in a quote from him:
?
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This is the last Heights
for the semester. From
the entire staff of The
Heights, best wishes for
a Happy Christmas and
New Year (And Finals).

Reader's Forum

Submissions must be

typed (double spaced),
signed, and delivered to
the Heights office by
5:00 pm on the Friday
prior to publication.

Heights Reader's Forum is an opportunityfor Heights Readers to
their opinions and criticisms. Because of space
limitations, every letter received can not be included.
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Reader?s Forum...
Three Cheers
To theEditor:
I am presently a sophomore at Boston
College but will soon be transferring to
another school. I am writing this letter because I feel that certain teachers at B.C. deserve recognition for their unique quality
of instruction. One such teacher at B.C. is
Professor David P. Twomey. Professor
Twomey was my instructor for "Introduction to Law" this past semester. He had a
great understanding of the material covered in the class and had a unique way of
impressing his knowledge upon the students in the class so that ever/student had
a fair chance to grasp the concepts discussed. Also, Professor Twomey was always available to the students both in and
out of the classroom and he seemed to
show a genuine interest in each problem
presented to him.
Professor Twomey's charisma, clever
puns and tricky hypotheticals kept myself
and other students interested throughout
every class of the semester.
Professor Twomey's knowledge, his interest in students and devotion to his profession is a tribute to this fine Jesuitinstitution. Boston College should proud to have
Professor Twomey as a member of its
faculty!

Sincerely,
James R. Tierney
Bryant College '84

Sad Squirrels
To the Editor:

I am writing to bring to the light of day a
sad and sordid event which is occurring in
our very midst. I speak, of course, of the
wholesale uprooting and even slaughter of
all the squirrel families which inhabit what
has been termed the "Hillside hill." It
seems to be indicative of the callous business as usual attitudeof the Boston College
administration that not one press conference, not one Jesuit social not even one
grand jury fact-finding hearing, has been
hald to discuss this terrible event. This blot
on the social conscience of the Boston Collegecommunity must be stopped!
To that end Fr. J.P. Donleavy
S.J.U.S.S.E.C.M.F. and myself have organized a discussion/advocacy group
called the Society to Quell IrresponsibleLibraries (S.Qu.Irre.L.). Our motto is
S.O.S., save our squirrels. We intend to
find an answer to the burning question,
where will the little rodents go? We intend
to set up meetings and obatin a dialogue.
We even hope to get the construction
workersand housekeeping staff together so
perhaps an equitable solution can be
reached.
Already support has been pouring in for
our intrepid little group. The California
Highway Patrol (CHiP) and the Monthly
Kiwanis Society (MonKS) have banded together and pledged us their support. There
will be no stopping us; when the masses
speak, even exclusive universities must pay
heed.
Our present plan of events is this: first
we intend to gain a multitude of followers.
With this multitude we shall stage a series
of "Mud-Ins" as new library construction
proceeds. Eventually we hope to be certified as a U.G.B.C. committee. If that is impossible we intend to outbid other prospective on-campus student groups at "the
OSPAR Y.A.F.-Charter Auction. Down
the road we'd even like to develop an
award to give to the one non-athlete senior
who gets neither honors nor a student leadership trophy. But this is all in the future,
for the present look for our soon-to-bereleased flyer announcing our meeting date
and time. Any correspondence may be addressed to the group c/o The Heights.

When you're considering whether or not to
join our group just grab yourself a copy of
any Chipmunks' album, and lean up
against the nearest oak tree and think of all
the things these little creatures have done
for us.
Thank you,
Kent "Euell Gibbons" Risk '82
P.S. Just to dispell the rumors, the administration is not paying bounties to any student who finds a grassy area on campus
which is suitable for paving and parking.
Only the first 12 students to point out such
spaces to Fr. D.J. Monan's office will receive any money. Fr. Monan has stated
publicly, "This is a corporation we're running here, buddy."

Nix Early Exams
To the Editor:
As you know, Thursday, December 10
and Friday, December 11 are designated
study days in the University Calendar and
that the period Saturday, December 12
through Friday, December 18 is designated
the final examination period. I would like
to emphasize again that I think the strict
observance of the University Calendar in
this regard is of the utmost importance.
The academic semester, constrained as it is,
offers only a few free days during the semester during,which students may reflect
on their studies in a comprehensive manner. Maintaining at least a two day studyperiod free for such reflection is the very
least that we can do. Consequently, final
exams should not be offered during the
study period. Even more unacceptable is
the scheduling of a final exam during
classes before the end of the semester.
Students have the right to expect the academiccalendar be fully respected. To hold
an examination early so that faculty
and/or students may leave the campus
early is an illegitimate violation of that
expectation.

William B. Neenah, S.J.
DeanofA&S

Ode
To the Editor:
ODE TO FINALS

.

Those "no-sleep" nights are here again
I like my coffee black
The papermust get written tonight
It's just will-power I lack.
The big law test on Wednesdaymorn
Accounting the following day
Theology,physics and Goethe's Faust
also lie in the way.

The paper rips, yourpen's out of ink
Books are lying all around
You lost the notebook you borrowed from
Sue
A moan is your only sound.
Just when you think your work is all done
Arotten thoughtpops in your head
"I forgot that my paper is due tomorrow
Boy, I wish I weredead!"
Your paperis written, the tests are all done
You pay your typist well
The only thought left in your mind
Is "Damn, aren't finals hell?"
Yourush right home and grab a beer
You suck down nine or ten
Then you sit down and cry
Wondering why
You '11 have to go through this again!!
John A. Fuedo, '82

Clarification
With regard to the essay on terrorism, let
it be known that pertinent information
which warrants further elucidation was not
included in the article. First, it is crucial to
understand that the contents intended to
portray the key elementsof a discussion on
terrorism given by Professor Woetzel on 27
October 1981. This information was not
adequately conveyed to the reader. In addition it is necessary to give credit where it is
due to the definition of terrorism created
by Professor Woetzel as the "indiscriminate use of force and violence against innocents." This definition has been generally accepted by the various organs of the
United Nations.
The intention of the author was to make
the reader aware that terrorism is a reality
that continues to plague the international
community. Most Americans have not had
to contend with this phenomenon. The hos-

Commentary
ordeal made us cognizant, yet the
question of innocence is a critical and
tage

somewhat undisclosed consideration. We
are fortunate in that we have not had a war
on American soil for over a century. In our
journeys to and from school we have (so
far) not had to struggle with the fear of
being bombarded at the mercy of a capricious military leader. Yet in the international community many human beings live
with this unremitting fear. Many have already fallen victim to the ill-doings of terrorism. According to Woetzel "one man's
heroism is another man's terrorism." It is
therefore necessary to formulate a suitable
definition so that those found guilty of
spreading terrorism can be tried according
to accepted internationallaw.

Bill Riggio
A&S 1982

Commentary

Farewell, Heights
EbliysaSperanza
After three and one half years
of attempted objectivity, I have a
few subjective observations to impart aboutBoston College.
First of all, not to wallow in
self-pity, but I wish people would
stop and think oncein a while that
the Heights, that noble, independent publication which provides
the campus with as much information as it can every week, does
not appear by itself every week.
While I'm complaining, I really
must divest myself of some unhealthy sentiments.
After spending a semester
working toward the induction of
student members on the subcommittees of the BC Board of Trustees, I have discovered the true
nature of Boston College. It took
me four years, but I am now convinced that this is not an institution of higher learning but a corporation.
I am morethan disappointed at
the outcome of Friday's Board
meeting and the suggestion that
the Executive Committee investigate alternative ways to improve
communication with so-called
"constituent" groups, such as
students, faculty, staff and administration. I am disgusted.
It seems that, with the exception of such members as Student
Life committee chairman Wayne
Budd, The Board of Trustees has
no conception of the difference
between students and other campus components; no understanding of what the Coalition was. atthat stutempting to establish
dents form the very fiber of the
University and are the fundamental purpose for its existence.
As such, the highest body of university governancecould not help
but benefit from the insight, ideas
and experience of a contemporary
Boston College student; or so we
?

thought.

To those of you involved in an
organization on campus to which
you have dedicated a large portion of your time and energy, I
want you to know the Heights understands your need for publicity
and for informing the University
community of your projects and
plans. However,(and this is directed to you, John McGlynn of
BCPIRG and to you, Ann Levenson and Marilyn Morgan of the
Career Center and to you, the
Spanish Club who made me promise to cover a lecture but who
neglected to tell me it was to be

entirely in Spanish, and to many
others), you should take into consideration that yours is not the
only activity on campus and that
the people at the Heights occasionally may have other things on

tjieir minds.

OK, enough complaining. Now
a word about our Undergraduate
Government. For the current
UGBC administration, I have
nothing but praise. Ah, for the
days of Ron lacobbucci, the
UGBC president' caught embezzling, when the Heights had
something into which to sink its
teeth.
The Caruso administration,
despite its shaky beginning in the
election '81 fiasco last spring, has
completely doutdone itself in
terms of initiation of worthwhile
programs (except for the grocery
sorry Joe) and response to
bus
student needs. Aided by her faithful and industrious henchpeople,
including Tim Shea, Kevin Mulcahy and a cast of thousands, the
first woman UGBC president has
outshined past administrations
and has set a standard for student
?

governments to come.

About the Heights suit against
the University over access to the
police logs, students should be
aware that we go to court December 15. If we lose, we will appeal.
If we lose, my faith in the system
of justice in this country will be
shot.
There is no earthly reason those
logs should not be public information. You have a right to know
how safe you are and the Heights
has a right to let you know. Stay
tuned for further details and keep
your fingers crossed.
The University should be
thankful for such wise and caring
administrators as Father William
Neenan and Paul Hennessey, and
for such faculty members as
Father Francis Murphy, who truly understand and believe in Boston College. It is unfortunate that
some other members of the University community, particularly
administrators, do not follow
their example. (Oh well, at least
we don't have John Silber.)
To those whose lives will be
touched by our humble publication in the future, I bid farewell
and good luck. In the spirit of
John Lennon, to which the outgoing Editorial Board was dedicated, imagine better things for
yourselves, for the Heights, for
Boston College and for the world.

-
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NewsAnalysis

BC Under fire Following Kuhn Conviction
indictments charged against years for racketeering, and up to
five each for sports bribery and
them.
According to the Boston Globe, violationof theTravel Act.
Judge Henry Bramwell, who set
After the verdict was known,
sentencing for January 8, 1982, the Boston College Office of
told the jury, "I agree with your Communications immediately
issued the following statement:
verdict."
Rick Kuhn, James Burke, "The entire Boston College comRocco and Anthony Perla, and munity is saddened by the fact
Paul Mazzei now face up to thirty that one of our former student
years in prison possibly to twenty basketball players has been found

by Brian Carome

The first chapter in the Boston
College point shaving scandal
came to a close on Monday
November 23. Shortly after
S:3OPM a jury of eight women

and four men announced that
they had found former BC
basketball player Richard Kuhn
and four others guilty of all three

guilty of the serious charges of
which he was accused. The verdict
returned against Richard Kuhn,
for his actions during the 1978-79
season, is indeed grave."
According to the Globe Kuhn
stated, shortly after hearing
verdict, while fighting off tears,
"we'll appeal. For sure, we'll
appeal."
It seems hard for one to feel

Brown Blasts Boston On Coleman Death
by Mike

Colemanbecame wellknown at
BC as a res.ult of his participation
Reverend MelvinG. Brown, the in last year's Martin Luther King
featured speaker at AHANA's Tribute and Boston's Rally to
memorial service for the Save the Children ofAtlanta.
Reverend Dr. James Colemanlast
Tuesday, lashed out at the Boston
media for "virtually ignoring"
Coleman's death.
Brown, pastor of Cambridge's
Union Baptist Church, said he
was "stunned and appalled at the
cold, callous, racist, and indifferent response" of the city of
Boston in general and its press
and television stations in particular.
Brown addressed a gathering of
fifty people in Gasson Hall last
Tuesday at the service for Coleman, pastor of the Concord
Baptist Church of Boston and an
Associate Chaplain at BC, who
passed away November 17 at the
age of 66.

Andresino

Brown prefaced" his charges of
racism by commending the BC
community for holding the service for a man "worthy, and more
so, of all we could do." Yet, he
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He blasted the Boston Globe
and Boston Herald American as
racist. None of the area's TV
stations reported Coleman's
death, he noted, and only WBZTV covered the-funeral, an event
that was attended by thousands.
Additionally, Brown noted the
refusal of the City of Boston
refused to block off the street for
the funeral. "The city said it
couldn't be done. Well that's a
lie! They wouldhave done it for a
lesser man of a different hue,"
claimedBrown.
The service also featured
remarks by AHANA Student
Programs Director Donald
Brown,' Assistant Basketball
Coach Robert Hunter, and Voices
of Imani President Benita Ford,
whose gospel choir also performed several selections. All of
the speakers related examples of
Rev. Coleman's great dedication,
not only to religion, but to the
service and comforting of his
fellow man. Director Brown said
BC would "cherish the memory
of this humble man in the short
time it was in contact with him."

I
\u25a0 «n(iusV
'"'i
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said, despite Coleman's thirty
years of fighting for social justice,
the media's coverage of his death
was "a tasteless joke."

After Rev. Brown's condemnation 'of the city's response to
Coleman's death, Marie
Coleman, widow of the late
Reverend, emerged from the
audience to speak. She observed
that she "had appreciated that BC
had seen fit to let me know that
my husband's living was not in
vain."

much sadness for Rick Kuhn. His
actions during the '78-79 season,
as revealed in the trail are absolutely unforgivable. He not only
betrayed his coach and teammages, but in fact Kuhn betrayed
the entire Boston College com-

munity.
The general sentiment toward
Mr. Kuhm was summed up by

freshmen Bill Roche, who said in
the Boston Herald American,
"He (Kuhn) got what he deserved, that's what I think. What he
did hurt this school. If the Judge
down there (Brooklyn) decides to
put Kuhn away, then he's got it
coming to him for all the damage
he's caused us."
These convictions may not
mark the end of this case. It is
likely that the US District Attorney's Office in Brooklyn will
soon call for an indictment
against former BC basketball
player Ernie Cobb. Testimony in
the case showed his possible
involvement in the scandal.
Also involved in the scandal, at
least to the extent that he testified
accepting money to shave points,
why will Jim Sweeney escape
prosecution?

The trial clearly showed that
Coach Tom Davis, and Athletic
Director William Flynn were not
aware of the scandal during the
season. Yet how would they
answer to the testimony that,
Rick Kuhn never went to
classes?" What is their explanation of the fact that Kuhn, Joe
Beaulieu, and Ernie Cobb never
graduated from Boston College?
BC is no different than all
athletic powerhouses in the
country in that it too treats is
athletes as special students.
Both Davis and Flynn ought to
have been extremely concerned
about such situations concerning
their players. And while they were
assumed innocent of any connections to the scandal, both Davis
and Flynn were obviously guilty
of grossnegligence.
It is truly sad that such a dark
shadow has been cast over Boston
College for the entire country to
see. Hopefully the Heights has
heard the last of point scandals,
Rick Kuhn's, and those who
allow athletics to come before
academics.

lice Blotter Police Blc
The following is a list of incidents recorded by BC Campus
Policefor the week of November
20 through December 2, 1981,
according to Det. Sgt. Joseph
McDonald.

A white male non-student was
arrested by University Police for
Disorderly Conduct and Assault
and Battery on a Police Officer.
The incident occured November
21, 1981 at 7:25PM
For trespassing on University
property a white male was
arrested in Roberts Center by
University Police. The white
male, a non student was transported to the Newton Police
Department for booking.
University Police received two
reports November of breaking
and entering two rooms in the
Carney Building. There was no
reported loss.
The Dean of Students Office
was broken into between
November 26 and November 28.
Signs of forced entry were observed. Inventory for a total loss
report is going on at thistime.
Unknown persons broke into
the UGBC Office and removed
$2,935 in MBTA passes, $30 in

General Cinema Passes and $30 in
cash. MBTA Police and Pass
Officials have been notified and a
hot sheet of stolen passes is in
force. The break occurred between November 25 and
November 26. Forced entry was
used to gain access.
Two female students received
harassing telephone calls
November 25 and November 29.
New England Telephone officials
have beennotified.
Flashing barricades were stolen
from the New Theatre area
between November 20 and
November 23. The barricades
were yellow and had flashing
lights attached.
Taken from outside McHugh
Forum was a Concord, 10 speed
bicycle, blue in color. The theft
occurred on November27,1981.
Edmonds Hall was the scene of
a larceny from a student's
apartment. Taken was a TV, gold
chain, two cameras and other
miscellaneous items.
A 1979 Ford Pickup camper,
black and silver in color,
Colorado license YX797 was
stolen from the Commonwealth
Avenue area. Newton Police were
continued to page8
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Student Wins Court Battle With Landlord
by

JoMarie Kosiarski

Last week, off campus BC
Junior SOM student, John
Shannon had heat in the bedroom
of his Chiswick Road apartment
for the first timesince he began to
rent the apartment in September.
This was accomplished only
after taking his landlord, Triffon
Maneloules, to court for violating
the Massachusetts housing code.
Although Maneloules did not
appear for the "show cause"
hearing November 17, he and his
lawyer were present at the hearing
in Suffolk Superior court
November 24. It was at this time
that Maneloules pleaded guilty to
the two counts of negligience due
to lack ofheat and hot water.
Maneloules was sentenced to
repair the faulty conditionswithin
ten days.

Because Maneloules admitted
to being at fault, the hearing was
subsequently simplified for
Shannon. Had Maneloules not
pleaded guilty, Shannon, with the

assistance of his roommate, Ed Shannon.
Huber, was prepared to prove the
"This proved that something
truth of the charges he had orican be done," headded.
ginally filed.
"However, Shannon and his
After a brief statement of the roommates Dave Dion, Huber,
situation before the judge, the Brian McDonald and George
case was directed to a housing Shannon, are continuing in their
specialist in "mediation" who refusal of payment
for
decided on the sentence for November'srent.
Maneloules.
"We have no intentions of
For almost a week before paying the rent, we suffered
reparations were made there was unjustly," stated Shannon. They
neither heat nor hot water availdo however plan to pay rent for
able in the apartment. Also,
before repairs were made the
apartment was broken into.
About $50 in cash and a few small
by Peter Price
items were stolen.
After repairs were made
December 1, Shannon dropped
Despite such catastrophies as
the case.
Love Canal, the Federal Govern"Everything was fixed in one ment is stripping away regulations
day, before the housing inspector leaving the problem of hazardous
came," Shannon said.
waste in the hands of State
"The locks were repaired. I Government ? and industry,
have heat in my bedroom; no claimed Mark Weber, head of the
more six blankets and seeing my New England Office of Friends of
breath in the morning. Right the Earth, at a meeting of the
now, I'm satisfied," declared Energy Foundation of New

Sabina Greene

"There's a certain unparalleled
joy as a teacher. Particularly
when you see the responsiveness
of a student being awakened to
history or human achievement,"

..

than a university to
Murphy. "I've always had a deep
respect for BC," said Murphy,
more

whose father is an alumnus of
BC. "Now for me, it's not just a
school
it's people, it's tradition, it's a vision for the future."
?

England last Wednesday night.
"The solution to the hazardous
waste problem will involve tough
choices. On the governmental
level, strict state legislation is
needed. It will not come from the

federal level because the EPA

(Environmental
Protection
Agency) is weakening because of
the Reagan Administration's
budget cuts," commented Weber,
a 1978 graduate of Boston
College.
Richard Hosmer, consultant to

the Businessmens' Roundtable
Task Force on the Hazardous
Waste and retired Vice-President
However, Murphy has not of the Foxboro Company, defined
given up his duties as a chaplain. hazardous waste as the end
For the past five years, he has products of manufacturingwhich
lived at the Nazareth Child Care are either conbustable, readable,
Center in Jamaica Plain. The corosive, or toxic if handled
improperly. If contained properly,
Center provides a home for emohowever, in special facilities these
tionally disturbed children rangwastes may be made safe, Hosmer
ing in ages from 4-14.
"One of the nice things about claimed.
children is that they are disarmThe problem in Massachusetts
is that few facilities exist for the
ingly honest
they'll say anything," said Murphy, referring to processing of wastes, Hosmer
noted. Currently, wastes must be
the children at the center.
"A few of the children were shipped to other states at great
talking about how awful it is to expense. Hosmer added that he
believes this is incentive for many
learn about the past," he said,recounting one of his favorite small Bay State companies to illegally and unconsciously dispose
stories.
"And one of the boys said, ofhazardous waste.
Presently industries have three
"it's not hard when you're his
choices in handling waste: transage, you can remember it."
port the waste to other states,
"I don't think much about myself," Murphy said when asked process small amoutns in this
about his own dreams. "There state, or dump it illegally. Weber
are too many other important added, however, that the last
things to think about. I mean, choice was used only by a
worry about worthwhilethings."
minority of industries.
?

said History Prof. Francis
Murphy.
"Humanly, one of thereal luxuries is being able to talk to a student informally about their
dreams and hopes. And to help
stimulate and channel these
dreams. Expecially now, in an age
when there is so much cynicism."
Murphy, who celebrates his
tenth anniversary at BC this year,
was asked about several nicknames he has acquired during his
stay here.
"Well," he smiled, "most of
the kids call me Murph or Father
Murph, although I'm sure I have
others I don'tknow about."
Murphy's intelligence, wisdom,
accessibility and easy-going style
have made him a favorite among
generations ofBC students.
Murphy entered the seminary
the year after his graduation from
Holy Cross, where he majored in
Classics. A member of the Diocesan Order whose members are
identified with and are assistants
to the bishop of the community,
describes his coming to teach at
BC, as being ironic.
"I though seriously of joining
the Jesuit Order, but I really
wanted to work in a parish. Four
years after I was ordained, the
parish I was with asked me if I
would go on to graduate study.
From there, I equipped myself to
teach college."
After ten years, BC has become

.

Shannon urged others who maybe victims of housing code violations to contact the
PIRG/UGBC Tenants Advisory
Service or the Off Campus Community Affairs committee to
research their legal rights as
tenants.

Shannon summarized that if

you want results, "the best thing
to do is to take your landlords to
court scare them."
?

Energy Foundation Discusses Waste

BC Prof Celebrates Tenth Year
'
by

the month ofDecember.
Shannon noted that Maneloules
was "negligent for two months
until we took some action." He
remarked that the actual time he
spent in the two court appearances was approximately one
hour and a half. He added that
the case didn't require a lawyer
and he only missed a few of his
classes. Shannon added that
"If this is what it takes to make a
landlord think, its worth it."

Both speakers said they believe
industry is much more responsible
today than in the past. Today
many industries are changing
processes to produce less waste,
Weber pointed out. In minimizing
processing, often substances
which can be used by other companies are exchanged, Webber
said. High temperature insineration and land fill, are the last
resorts of the companies.
Hosmer was quick to note that
these landfills are much different
from the landfill the general
public envisions.
We are not talking about metal
barrels thrown in a ditch and
backfilled," Hosmer said.
Only solid waste is used,
making it difficult for the waste'
to seep into the watertable,
Hosmer indicated. The solid
waste is sealed in cement containerswhich are thenput into the
ground with an impermiable liner
containing a leak detection
system, Hosmer said. He asserted
"the system was foolproof.
Because the public sentiment is
against the construction of such
dumps sites, industry is encouraged to dispose of their
wastes in other ways including
illegalones, Hosmer concluded.
"Everyone is for the proper
treatment of hazardous waste but
everyone wants it put somewhere
else. The citizens should look at
the developer to see if he is
proven. If he is then the facility
should be built," Weber declared.
The state could also attract
continuedto page 8

.

VOICES from the DUSTBOWL
Question: What does the Spirit of Chrismas mean to you?

JackiePetrini
A&S/85
"Going home to my family
and being with people I care
about. Also, giving gifts to
ones you care about no matter
what you receive.''

Rich Izquierdo
SOM/82
"There is no spirit of Christmas?I'm Jewish."

by Lisa

Lynton Sealy

SOM/83
"It's a time to be with your
family and to put all your
problems aside. It's a time of
coming together. I don't think
of the troubles of the past
year, but I do try to find solutions. It's a time of giving."

Mansourian and Pat White

Kim Monti
Nursing/84
"Giving. It means spending
time with people and being
able to give a little more of
yourself and a little more to
God."

8
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Activist Discusses Validity of Democracy
bYvyetTorell

Social Activist and BU Political
Science professor Howard Zinn,
noted for his strong support of
the anti-war movement in the sixties, spoke to an informal
gathering on the validity of democracy in the eighties.
"We arepresently in a situation
that we have been in since the
mid-eighties, and since that time
there has been a powerful semiorganized effort to obliterate the
recent history of this country," he
continued, "this however, is true
of ruling elites everywhere," Zinn
said.
Zinn explaiend that there is an
effort to obliterate recent history
for the sake of America foreign
policy.
"The United States has become

the keeper of the imperial power
because it has the most weapons
and wealth and its influence
reaches more corners than does
the British," he said.
"The government has an increasing role in spreading American business throughout the
world, in 1960 we acquired 60%
of the worlds trade, in 1974, we
had $160 billionin overseasbanks
and today one-third of our
corporate profits are made
overseas," Zinn asserted.
He continued by summarizing
American history.
"What we read in history
books is all about the top powerful elite, the presidents, the
founding fathers and leaders.
This picture of American history
is false because it omits 'the
history of people," Zinn

remarked.
"In 1960 democracy came into
it's own in a unique new way for
America. Limitations became
very evident and groups formed,
taking things into their own
hands, One point ofview saidthis
was riotous and wrong and not
the proper channels to bring
about change, but from another
point of view this is a
democracy," Zinn stated.
Zinn said going to the polls and
voting is not enough because
counting votes does not convey
"the intensity of feeling coming
from the masses."
"The sixties was an outburst of
democracy. The Black movement
made an impact that no amount
of voting or lobbying could
accomplish. There has been no
period in history when so many

movements have come together,
the antiwar movement, the
prisoners movement, the
women's movement, and the
black movement," Zinn continued.
"The women's movement was
a surprise. The Indians were
supposed to be dead, but suddenly they were occupying Alcatrez Island and Wounded Knee."
Zinn said.
He added that the movement of
opposition to the Vietnam war
was startling in the amount of

support.
"They (the conspirational
'they') want to eliminate history
from our minds. They want to
persuade us that we don't have a

chance," hecontinued.
' 'They will make all the policies
and decide who the enemies are

and who are the friends, and then
makeall thedecisionsfor us."
"The United States is interven-

ing with more and more military
supplies in weaker countries,"

Zinn noted, "but if these soldiers
abroad and returning
wounded or dead, the public
opposition would come to the
fore much sooner.''
fighting

Zinn refused to despair about
oppression, "1 claim that thereis

evidence for hopefulness which
could turn a wholenation around,
and they can't deal with the whole
population that is determined to
rebel. We have a great responsibility as people; we are communicators and have spread the word
ourselves, and actions spread
faster than words do."

Farm Workers Union Calls For Solidarity at BC
Her presentation was sponsored by Haley House, the
The resounding clap and shouts Switchboard Operators Union,
of "Huelga!" (strike), a motto the Sociology Department, the
for the United Farm Workers Chaplain's Office and the Com(UFW) union, could be heard munication Workers Union of
echoing through Gasson Hall last America, BC local, which gave
donations to allow the film to be
Tuesday night.
This cheer of solidarity was led shownfreeof charge.
by UFW representative Maxine
The program began with a brief
Lowy. Lowy brought her presenhistory of the UFW given by
tation to BC to "educate people, Lowy. She explained that Cesar
raise funds, start a concern group Chavez founded the UFW in 1962
on campus and to help make the and has-since been fighting to end
current boycott of Red Coach letthe exploitation of migrant
workers, upgrade working and
tuce successful."

by Karen Spiegel

Unique Clothing, Jewelry & Gifts
for the Holidays
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living conditions and make reforms in the agricultural system.
She further explained that the

UFW is a non-violent labor
union, one that prefers to emphasize boycotts and peaceful strikes
to advance their cause.
Following this, "Fighting for
Our Lives," an Academy Award
Nominee for Best Documentary,
was shown. The film consisted of
live footage depicting the first organized UFW strike and the
events leading up to the confrontation in southern California during the early seventies.
The workers are still fighting
for contracts to secure their
rights, Lowy said afterthe film.
"At this time, eight major companies stillrefuse to sign new contracts. The kingpin of this group
is Bruce Church Incorporated,
producers of Red Coach lettuce,"
she stated.
"Two point nine million migrant men, women and children
still remain unprotected, in virtual slavery," she exclaimed.
This is the reason for the present boycott and workers' strike

'
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Includes Lodging, Meals and Lifts in Warren, Vermont
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HOME OFTHE
SUGARBUSH TURTLE RACES
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Five Nights Lodging at Quality Ski Lodge
Most Rooms with Private Baths
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? Continental Breakfast
? 5 Full Dinners at
Local Restaurants
? Discount Courtesy Card
which allows discounts on rentals, crosscountry skiing, admissions to nite spots and
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Free Beer & Wine Party
Ski Movies
Sugarbush Vacation Package
Turtle Races at Lantern Lodge
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Bands
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Tooth

Ski Lodafxs
Lantern Lodge on the
Road
Seasons at Sugarbush
Deposits also being collected on campus

Access

TOTAL
Includes Taxes
and Gratuities
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For $20 extra 5 2-hour Ski Lessons

.

$4Q Non ref undab e deposit required

Vermonts Finest Ski Area
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Sugarbush Travel Club
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Andy Veccnio
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for deposits:
r
Fenwick 204
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Bill Vranos

GordonJuriC
Randy Seidle
Frank Shannon

Hazardous
Waste
continuedfrom page 7
industry if these facilities existed,

Hosmer said. If the shipping of
these materials becomes too
expensive many industries might
be encouraged to move outside
the state, he added.
Hosmer believes industry has
been given a bad reputation in the
area of hazardous wastes. He
indicated that most industries are

responsible.

"Industrialists and environmentalists are the same. Although
the responsible are at a cost disadvantage to the irresponsible,
the industrialists also have
children and grandchildren. They
want a clean environment."
Hosmer concluded, "Many are
willing to put up money for education programs in hazardous
waste but they don'tknow how to
go about it without being labeled

propagandists."
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CALL FAITH 899-8615
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FOR THESIS
REPORTS
TECHNICAL PAPERS
RESUMES, EDITING, ETC.
LOW RATES
Waltham, MA

HO
CCD 4/1
rtb.
14-1S

November #?th, McElroy Commons Lobby,

xam«tpm

I

180.00

Available Date:

cember 5 at 8 pm in BU's Morse
Auditorium.
For more information call
Anthony Keating at Haley House
or Madeline Slavick through Amnesty International.
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ignore."
Lowy, along with several students on the BC campus, has
begun to form a UFW concern
group to support the boycott and
help promote the struggle for migrant workers' rights. There will
be a meeting for anyone inter-

r

VALLEY

5-1/2 Day Interchangeable Lift Ticket

of thelettuce.
After her concluding remarks,
Lowy opened up the floor to
questions and comments. Carol
Holt suggested that she would
"like to see the UGBC Cultural
Committee sponsor a talk by
Cesar Chavez instead of the author of some preppie handbook."
Ray Omerza, an A&S senior,
added that "we need to educate
people to exploitation here within
our own country. It's something
that most people would like to

ested in helping, Tuesday,
November 30 and a folk concert
to help raise funds Saturday, De-

For Boston College Students:

?

against Red Coach lettuce. The
UFW is asking people across the
nation not to buy Red Coach lettuce in protest. The union is also
asking people who shop where
Red Coach lettuce is sold to make
their displeasure known to the
store manager.
In Massachusetts, Stop-n-Shop
is the only major chain still to
carry this brand. Lowy stressed
that the boycott is not against
Stop-n-Shop, but against the sale

I

page 6

notified.
The Newton and Boston Fire
Departments responded to 16 fire
alarms on campus. Thirteen
alarms were sounded on the
Lower Campus, three were
sounded on the Upper Campus.
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IN ACTIVE SPORTS,
A NICE REMINDER
OF THE LORD'S HELP
Quality T-shirt of 50% poly/50% cotton with
silk-screened lettering and sun logo.
Lt! Blue w/Navy or Sand w/Brown. Sizes:
S 134"36)' M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48).
$7.00plus $1.50 shipping. Please send check
or money order to
DIVINE ENERGY
P.O. Box 6511
Oakland, CA 94603
Allow 4 weeks for delivery

9
News Briefs
Volunteers Needed for
Dukakis Campaign
The campaign to return Michael Dukakis to the Massachusetts
governor's seat is looking for student volunteers during the Christmas
break and in the following months, according to area coordinator

___
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There will be a free showing of student made short films and
animation at 7:30 p.m., Dec. 8 in the Barry Fine Arts Pavilion, Newton
Campus. The event will feature films from the Basic Filmmaking,
Animation and Video classes.

Library Hours Extended
for Exams

Library hours are being extended to provide students with extra
study hours during final exam week.
Beginning, Wednesday, December 9,' Cheverus Lounge on upper
campus is accomodating students with extra tables provided by UGBC,
according to Vice PresidentKevin Mulcahy. Bapst Library will increase
its hours from 8:30 am to 1 am during the weekdays of December 10 to
CEcember 17. The Science library's revised scheduleis as follows:

Dec. 10-11 B:3oam-lam
Dec. 12
9am-lam
lpm-lam
Dec. 13
Dec. 14-17 B:3oam-lam
On Newton Campus, the Resource Center will be available for
studying during these times:
Dec. 11
9am-10pm
Dec. 12
9am-10pm
Dec. 13
10am-lI:3opm
Dec. 14-17 9am-lI:3opm
St. Thomas More Hall will keep its doors open for 24 hours during
finals week.
The librariesfor management, nursing and social work will maintain
their regular hours:

Accepting applications for programs beginning in
March and July 1982 leading to the MD and DVM
degrees, and the Doctor of Philosophydegree in the
fields of Epidemiology, Anatomy and Microbiology.
Direct inquiries to:
Carribbean Admissions, Inc. 16 West 32 St
(6th Floor) New York, N.Y 10001 or Dean R.
Cuadrado, University of Dominica, P.O. Box 266,
Roseau, Commonwealth of Dominica, Windward
Islands, West Indies

CHALLENGE
11

Students Recognized in
Crime Watch Program

Student Film Show

Schools of Medicine
and Veterinary Medicine

A UNIQUE

Leonard Zakim.
Dukakis, who was in office prior to Governor Edward J. King, has
challengedKing to a "rematch" for the 1982 Democratic nomination.
Also running is Lt. Gov. Thomas P. O'Neill 111.
Those interested in joining the Dukakis campaign should contact
Zakin evenings at 527-5942 or days at 451-2480.

As part of their campus "Crime Watch" campaign Boston College
Police awardedCertificates of Appreciation to two BC undergraduates
for assistance that lead to arrests of offenders in last month's More
Hall break-in.
"The entire community owes you thanks," BC President Donald J.
Monan, SJ, said, "and we appreciated what you did. Monan and Chief
of Police Kenneth R. Watson presented framed plaques to Ann L.
Beckwith, SOE '83, and David Conti, SOM'B2.
After witnessing the break-in, Beckwith explainedthat the procedure
of notifying the police and identifying the offenders "seemed like such
thenatural thing to do". She and Conti "lurked in the shadows" of the
New Dorm while they saw four students across the street slipping
through the shrubbery and climbing into the windows of More Hall.

University of Dominica

\
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Are you ready to answer a
unique challenge a call
to service among the poor
and needy?
Would you like to join some
900Columban missionaries
who are striving to help the
poor in eight Third-World
Countries?
Want a happy, fulfilling,
life? Give it some thought!
This could be your
challenge.. .your call!
For more information on
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Newton Centre, MA

Career planning and job-hunting can be not only mind-boggling, but
time-consuming. Noting the number of students who despair that
"classes, jobs and activities leave them with little spare time," Ann
Levenson of the Career Center, advisedthat Christmas break can be the
perfect time to concentrate on one's career search. Levenson had some
suggestions on how to best use this time.
"Two obvious activities are to develop an effective resume and to
work on graduate school applications." The Career Center has
scheduled a workshop onresume constructionfor tomorrow at 3pm in
the Career Center.
"A lot of job market research can be accomplished in a month,,"
asserted Levenson. Fulton Library, the Kirstein Branch of the Boston
Public Library, or any other well-stocked library has directories of
businesses and organizations for job-hunting and contact-makign
purposes. "Eight out of ten jobs are never advertised," cautioned
Levenson, "so it helps to develop contacts within organizations where
you might want to work."
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Plan Career Over Vacation
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UGBC to Offer Free
Shuttle Service

The UGBC, will be offering a free bus shuttle service to Logan airafter exams Thursday, December 17 and Friday, December 18,
according to Vice President Kevin Mulcahy.
The following schedule will be observed borth Thursday and Friday:
leaving the New Theatre at 1:00 and 4:30; leaving Beacon and Hammond streets at 1:20 and 4:50; and leaving Newton Campus outside
Hardy/Cushing dorms at 1:40and 5:10.
Interested students should call UGBC (x3490) to make reservations
in advance.
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We feature GM cars like this Oldsmobile Cutlass.

PER DAY
UNLIMITED
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Student Tenants to Receive Tax Deductions
by Jim Duffy

Under a provision of Proposition 2-1/2 to take effect January
1, Massachusetts renders will be
entitled to a new income tax
deduction. This law, which will
affect some students working
their way through school, was the
subject of a public hearing
Monday morning at the Department ofRevenue.
Commissioner of Revenue
Joyce Hampers began the hearing
on the proposed regulations by
stating that "an individual who
rents property located in the
Commonwealth as his principal
residence is entitled to an income
tax deduction equal to 50 per cent
of the rent, as hereinafter
defined, paid to the landlord."
This deduction is effective for
taxable years ending after
December 31,1980.
Most of Monday's discussion
centered around the terms of the
regulation and the examples used
to illustrate them. According to
this law, a tenant's "principal

The book that couldn't
be suppressed. Smuggled'
out of the People's
Republic of Maiden, it
became....

by Nina Murphy

with Laske and Thielman to
develop a more effective policy in
Due to numerous complaints dealing with broken washing maconcerning the conditions of the chiens and dryers as well as the
laundry rooms on Upper Campus general maintenance condition of
and College Road, UGBC Caucus the laundry rooms.
representatives Art Laske and
Jeff Thielman recently met with
Presently, students are expected
administrators of the Housing to act on their own, calling
the
Office to discuss the situation.
Maytag Company and informing
Director of Housing Richard
them of broken machines and
Collins, Assistant Director of
dryers. However, the endresult of
Resident Services Irving Houston
a laundry room survey conducted
Upper
andArea Director of
Campus James O'Keefe are working on Upper Campus by Laske and
Thielman concluded that the system was not working and that machines were broken for weeks at a
time.
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Kodak
Andrew R.
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A comic collection of 16
stairical stories, parodic
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Brookline Booksmith,
Coolidge Comer;
&
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Color

The new policy, which will -be
initiated shortly, will make available complaint forms in the
laundry rooms. The forms will require that the student not only describe the complaint but also note
the machine numberin need of repair. Students will then be instructed to return the forms to
their Resident Assistants, who
will give the forms to the Housing
Office. It will then be the responsibility of Housing to contact the
Maytag Company informing
them of breakdowns.
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be "categorically excluded" from
the deduction.
"If we don't get a good regulation,one that at least allows them
to take the deduction, we'll
request a rehearing," saidArio.
The Department of Revenue is
scheduled to issue a final draft of
this law later this week in order
that it may go into effect in time
for renters to file their 1981 income tax returns. At present, no
further public discussion of the
law is planned.

Students Save With Food

J

by

be applied.
"Once you've moved out," she
said, "it's not longer your principal residence, even if you pay
rent."
She said the law of domicileis
"often ambiguous" and students
who claim the deduction must
"intend to stay indefinitely" with
"no intention to goelsewhere."
Joel Ario, aconsumer advocate
for PIRG's downtown office,
said that his group's biggest concern has been that students would

membership at inexpensiveprices.
They carry a wide variety ofitems
including meats, fresh fruits and
vegetables, dairy products, groceries and non-food products. By
working and shopping together
they provide themselves with a
friendly place to buy inexpensive

and nutritiousfood.
The most obvious difference
between the BFG-and supermarkets is in the prices. Because the
responsibilities of running the

Complaint Forms Approach
Laundry Apathy

*********

Twenty-four
Weeks On
The New
York Times
Best Sellet
List!

residence" is the one that is stresged that the "time element"
regarded as his home. Generally, was not as important a factor as
this will be the place in which he other "objective qualifications"
lives most of the time, although such as automobile and voter
there are ' other determining registration. A student who can
prove that his "prdsent intent" is
factors.
If a tenant rents property in to remain in a Massachusettsresiboth Massachusetts and another dent will be eligible for the
state, the property located in the deduction.
Hampers warned that "outstate of his legal residence is his
ward indications were no the
principal residence.
In defining this term, the whole story." In some cases of
example of a college student not determining principal residence,
being entitled to the deduction the standard law of domicilewill
drew questions from membersof
the Massachusetts Public Interest
Research Group (MASS/PIRG).
Chairman of the Boston College
by Kathleen Daley
chapter of PIRG, John McGlynn
objected to that example at the
Do you feel that you are spendhearing.
ing too much money on gro"A student who rents during ceries? If so, join the Boston
the school year clearly lives at his Food Cooperative(BFC) and save
school address most of the time.
15 to 20 percent on your food bill.
It seems completely arbitrary to
The BFC is a full service grodeny these students the deduction cery store that is owned and opersimply because they happen to ated by the people who can shop
spend some vacation time with there. Basically," they are a large
theirparents."
food buyers' club that buys food
Hampers in bulk and then sells it to their
Commissioner
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Fliers describing the new system as well as Maytag's plans to
eventually number the machines
and dryers will soon be distributed throughout Upper Campus
and College Road.

It is believed that the number-

ing of machiens will contribute to
the efficiency of the repair pro-

cedure.
Laske and Thielman in conjunction with the Housing Office
will monitor the new policy; a follow-up survey will be done next
semester to determine if conditions have improved.
Laske regrets the student
complaints "that there are not
enough machines and dryers, but
the fact that there are not enough
working is the main problem."
Thielman added that "the
Housing Office was very receptive
in working together with us."

Trustee

Coop

BFC are shared by its members, it
costs less to run; because it costs
less to run, food is less expensive.
BFC membersalso save money on
food because they don't operate
for profit and they don't spend
money on fancy equipment or advertising. At the BFC, shoppers
pay wholesale prices plus 15 percent to cover operating expenses.
The operation of the store depends upon cooperative effort
members must contribute at least
two hours of work per month to
the store. These two hours may be
spent cashiering, cutting cheese,
doing childcare, stocking grocery
shelves, phone calling, cleaning,
bagging grains or even doing creative things like decorating the
store. Work arrangements are
flexible for people with physical
limitations.
There are two ways for a person to join the BFC: 1) by going
to an orientation on Tuesday or
Thursday at 7:00 pm or on Saturday at 10:30 am (no appointment
needed), or 2) being oriented by
and working with a member who
has belonged to the BFC for six
months or more. Your orientation will includea tour of the BFC
and a slide show which explains
the operations of the store. Following the tout and slide show, if
you decide to join the BFC, you
will attend a one-hour training
session. This hour is considered
one of the two hours you must
workfor that month.
The BFC was begun in 1971 by
a small group of people who
wanted 1) to buy healthier food at
lower cost; 2) to have more say in
what food was available and
where it came from; and 3) to
make food shopping a more enjoyableexperience. This group of
people opened a ccop that sold
produce on a pre-order system.
After eight months, the BFC became a storefront. Since its beginning in 1971, the Boston Food
Coop has grown, providing a
wider choice of foods and goods
to more and more people.
Much of the food available at
BFC is purchased through the
New England Federation of
Coops (NEFCO). NEFCO buys
cheese, grains, dry goods and
local produce at the Chelsea market. Groceries and meat, however, are bought elsewhere. Groceries come primarily from
Cressy Dockham and Mid-Eastern Coops, Inc. and meats are
bought at' Prime Poultry
(chicken), Fish Pier (fish), and
Boston Meat Market (red meat).
Produce and grains offer average
savings of 30 percent of more,
dairy products about 20 percent
and meat about 10 percent.
BFC is located at 449 Cambridge Street, Allston, MA 02134,
just outside of Union Square. Interested persons should call the
BFC at 787-1416 for further information. New members are al-

continuedfrom page3
the Board continue to seek the
most effective ways of keeping
themselveswell informed."
As a result, "the Executive
Committee of the Board, will examine at its next meeting additional avenues of open exchange
on matters of concern to students,
faculty, administrative officers
and staff," according to Director
of the Office of Communications
Paul Hennessey.
The meeting was not limited to
the Student Trustee proposal.
University President J. Donald
Monan, SJ, addressed the group
citing three major events the
school has witnessed this past fall,
including the ground breaking of
the new library, opening of the
new theatre and the visit of Cardinal O'Fiaich, the Cardinal
Primate of All Ireland. Monan
also reflected on the aftermath of
the point-shaving trial and the
news coverage of it.
Executive Vice President Frank
Campanella and hisassistant Rick
Wallick gave a presentation on
the upcomingbudget decisions.
waysencouraged.

Happy Christmas From
The Heights

?
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HeightsReview:
Will the Real Santa Please Ho-Ho!
presents and after Christmas they won't
Over the course of years, thousands of
beat you as hard as they normally would. traditions developed, each one having a
Several days ago I received the following But lets not worry about that right now. special place in the hearts of society. Not
Virginia, it's important that you under- only did people make Christmas a special
letter.
stand the history of Christmas. Thatis why time of the year, but industries became
Dear* Uncle Timmy,
My mommy told me that you know I am wasting my timeon this stupid letter.
involved too. From the travel agencies we
A long, long time ago, long before the got the joy of family togetherness during
everything. She said that if you said that
something was true then it must really be Jesuits invented golf, there was a kindly old the holidays; from the electronics manufactrue. That is why I am writing you this man named Saint Nicholas. Every turing firms we got the joy of lighting up
letter. Yesterday Karl Steinke told me that December 25th Saint Nicholas would bring the Christmas tree (it looked,so dull with all
there was no such thing as Santa Claus but gifts to the inmates in the local correctional those stupid handmade ornaments hanging
celebrate the birth of our Lord all over it), in fact the electronics industry
I don't believe him. I know you would
Claus?
hrist.
But the neighbors didn't take loved us so much that they invented the joy
lie
me
so
is
there
a
Santa
never to
jt
by

Uncle

Timmy

..

Yours truly,

Mm

JH

Virginia

fto

iously for several reasons. First, of putting Christmas lights all around the

ien people followed the motto house no matter how big the house is; but
trust a man whose first name is most important of a11.... there is no possiSecondly,- it seemed silly to them to
ble measure for the gratitude we owe the
celebrate our Lord's birthday eleven retail merchants around the world for their
months and twenty-five days after the fabulous efforts throughout every

Since you did not give me a return address
Virginia 1 find it necessary to print my
answer to your letter in The Heights. I hope
you don't mind..
calendar says Christ was born. Thirdly,
Dear Virginia,
Saint Nicholas insisted that anybody who
Karl Steinke lied to you, there is a Santa worked on December 25th should get timeClaus. In fact there are thousands of Santa
holiday pay. You can see that it
Claus'. Most of them are winos and perok a littlewhilefor this Christmasidea to
verts hired by malls and large department
ten on.
stores. But Karl wasn't all wrong, you see
Soon localretail merchantsrealized how
his erroneous statement was aimed at a
nportant it was for us to love one another
much greater realization. The truth is that
| Christ's birthday. Within a matter of
the Christmas season is just a bunch ol
lys their lobbyists made a few payoffs
crap. When your parents were your
id made Christmas a legal holiday (this
lies
they fell for the same stupid
as important at the time due to the long
tell you. That waywhen you beliyeJfJj
gap between Thanksgiving and New Year's
makes
tnHH
diculous stories it
day) so that everybody could participate.
superior. Always let your parentsthink that
This proved to be too much of a strain for
they are more intelligent than youfßi
old Saint Nicholas and he died. So much
During Christmas they will buy you bi|§
for Christmascheer.

aj|
thayflj

id-a half

Bolshevik Nick
by Beth

Cataldo

And you thought that St. Nichjß
extraced from an old Dutch tradition that
celebratedthe children's festival!
much poppycock as Reagan's economic
policy. The real character of St. Nichola
did not emerge until the aftermath of the
notorious Russian Revojo»' of 1918.
Here's what happenJj^S
After the Soviet rebels had overthrown
the .tenuous provisional government in
Russia, big man Lenin decided to instigate
a little change it_____l ier echelons of
Tsarist society. So he attacked the antimarxists. Lenin encountered no problems
in his search for scapegoats, seeing that
there were many old despotswhohad accumulated lots of wealth by exploiting the
peasants-slaves. (When I say wealth I am
not referring to the kind of money that
mom and dad have invested in money
markets, it was more like the amount that
old Nanc and Ron have acquired) Anyway,
Lenin needed to consolidate his somewhat
feeble power and strengthen his prestige, so
he scoped the countryside and found a

more, Nikolai enjoyedacquiring money; he

even founded hisown JBpicure's Club.
Eventually rumours were spread throughout the Soviet Union that old Nikolai was
selling fradulentrelics to ignorant workers.
By his engaging in this expliotafive capitalistic maneuver, it beame quite obvious
that Nikolai was not adhering to the
stringent Marxist
Lenin's scenario was set.
Lenin, starting out on the left tract,
denounced Nikolai and his capitalistic
practices. He demanded that Nikolai
accept a menial job in a cigarettefactory in
Siberia. Since Nikolai had seen what the
"Reds" had done to old Nicholas and
Alexandria, he decided to concede to the
Bolshevik's command.

Christmas season. Whenever things get

hectic and we get confused they are always
there to help us, not only with our gift
selection, but they help us understand the
true Christlike spirit of Christmas with
their warm motto "IT IS BETTER TO
But alas Virginia, Christmas is not what
it used to be. There are some unscrupulous
individuals in this great land of ours that
attempt to debauch the true spirit of
Christmas by using the season as a means
to their own greedy ends. This is a cruel
practice. This is a vile practice. This is a
common practice. It is difficult for me to
describe the desolate feeling of waiting in
line next to individuals (I hesitate to call

So in 1920 Nikolai found himself .from the peasants and workers. Knowing
isolated in Siberia and stranded in a cigar- that he could not realistically compile a list
ette factory with an assortment of under- of all the workers and peasants in the
developedmen. (You see, their growth had _BHHpe decided to give unto the most
been stunted by a lack of oxygen from
chaste of the world's creasmoking too many non-filtered cigarettes.) tures; the children. This may not seem very
But through his becoming a worker and feasible, but there is much evidence that
actually experiencing the tribulations of supports my theory. After all, how many
that frigid environment, Nikolai underwent people aside from those in a postwar
a fundamental change. Nikolai began to society would give toy soldiers as token
understand the meaning of Marxism! Yet, gifts?
at the same time, there was a change in the
So now that we understand the true sentihigher party policy; they were no longer ments behind St. NsspLolas, (Nikolai's
Marxists. Nikolai and his comrades were American counterpart), we can all feel
angered by their revisionismand decided to better on Christmas day when we greedily
flee the country. On Dec. 25, 1921 Nikolai tear off the wrappings from our presents.
and his little friends dressed up in red suits If we do not accept this tradition, along
and gathered some reindeer from the wilds with the foul feelings it creates, how could
of Siberia and started towards the northern thatoldßussian feel that he was justified in
(They even furnished one of the the ugly practices of his youth? By saving
reindeer with a red nose.) Then, when the his decrepit soul, it is almost as if we have
guards stopped them and inquired about become Christ figures. (Christ did do that
their destination, they simply replied that once, didn't He?)
they were off to spread the international
communist revolution. These Cheka men
were slightly hesitant about allowing them
to pass through, but when Nikolai showed
them the red suits and the red-nosed reindeer the guards knew that those nien were
by Steve Arabesque
true communists. Although successful in
escaping, Nickolai's men knew that they
The Dance
Boston College
would never be able to integrate into held its first peSHfee of the year on
society again; for if they tried to, their November 20th and 21st, leaving this remanager from the cigarette factory would porter and the rest of the audience with just
find them and hassle them for destroying one question: when is the next show?
the country's quota. Thus they decided to
Actually, the Ensemble's success ansettle in thecold regions of the North Pole. swered several other questions, for thepopNow that the "who, what, where, when ularity of their performances has virtually
and how" questions behind the old legend guaranteed the presence of dance on the
are perfectly clear, one must ask why campus, hopefully forever, and the company in one weekend silenced doubters who
the performing arts
speculate it is only a speculation yet I think would succeed on a wide scale at BC
it a pretty sound one that Nikolai was (Camelot was, after all, spectacle, darling).
having a hard time alleviating the guilt
The show offered 13 different dance
from his conscience. He problably reflected pieces, and demonstrated a variety of
on his past actions and realized that he had styles, from abstract and modern to jazz
engaged in some very selfish deed in his and classical, and a compelling mixture of
youth. Nikolai needed to justify his choreographic ideas. Director Laurie Del
existence by giving back what he had stolen Guercio (82) and her instructors Mareo

Astaire

Style

them people) who have yet to learn how to
use a can of deodorantlet aloneknow what
mouthwash is. You wait in line for hours
just to be abused by senile octogenarian
with a tiny, nasal voice straight out of
Monty Python and all because you don't
have three drivers licenses arid twelve
major creditcards not including gas cards.
Perhaps there is a way that I can
properly describe what an adult Christmas
is like. It's like anxiously waking up early
in the morning on December first and running out to thekitchen only to find out that
your older brother opened the window on
?the calendar last night before he went to
lljgd. That night you sneak into the kitchen
before bedtime only to discover that your
brother opened all of the rest of the
windows just to spoil your fun.
So you see
that is what you
have to look forward to every year when
you are mature enough to not believe in
Santa Claus. That is why I must give you
an honest answer. Yes Virginia, there is a

Parsons, Pamela Renna, and Kathy
Chapin are all to be acknowledged for uniting the many diverse elements of the program with an overriding atmosphere of
fun.
The show opened with an adaptation of
Bette Midler's "Do YouWant to Dance?,"
a sexy, geometrically-patterned piece of
choreography which hinted at the best
qualities of what was to come: boldness of
movement, and quick pacing, which gave
the audience just what it wanted. "Wading
in the Water," an Alvin Ailey number, followed, and was a high point of the first half
of the show. The execution of Jennifer
Goldberg's choreography was crisp, and
the expression and personality of the
dancers was excellent. It was a swaying,
funky number that combined rhythmic accent with what assistant director Allie
Shemitz called, "an aspect of spiritualism," all of which addedup to a fine performance.
Many other numbers stand out also:
"Sing Sing Sing!!," the rousing tap tribute
to Benny Goodman, the large scale "Body
Electric," and.the hilarious "Double
Dutch Bus," a "parody of the New York
street-dancing scene," said Shemitz. The
final number, Ricky Lee Jones' "Danny's
All-Star Joint," choreographed by Kathy
Chapin, was hugely successful as well.
Large dance pieces can be overblown,
either too heavily trafficked (not enough
motion for all the people on stage) or too
busy, with a distracting "amount of motion.
"Last'Lindy" was neither. It balanced the
color and swirl so necessary to a large number, but was focused, and did not break
downinto needless ornamental frills.
In all, the Ensemble shows at the new
theatre (which proved for this reporter to
be as disappointing on the inside as on the
outside) werea rousing success for the arts
at BC. If all of the student productions at
BC continue to be this competent, the main
problem for the company will be printing
enough tickets to their shows.
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DeLHkAlwrtifhacs, ?Alexandre
Wars, internal feuding and heavydrinking parties played a major part in

studied under
Aristotle."

"The Search for Alexander," a major
exhibition featuring works of Greek art
from 2,300 year old Vergina Royal Tomb
complex is on display in the new West
Wing of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston,
through January 10,1982.
The exhibition, which focuses on the art
of Macedonia, includes approximately 100
objects on loan from Greece which have
never been displayed outside the homeland
ofAlexanderthe Great before.
Some of the most spectacular objects on
display were unearthed in the 1977 excavation of the Royal Tombs at Vergina in
northern Greece. The excavation was
conducted by Professor of Archaeology
Manolis Adronikos of U. of Thessaloniki,
Greece. The Royal Tomb is believed to be
the first unplundered tomb of ancient
Macedonianroyalty ever discovered.
Among the highlights of the finds at
Vergina are a gold wreathof oak leaves (see
picture), and a solid gold burial casket that
weighs 24 pounds and stands 13-1/2 inches

Macedonian culture. The Greeks never
their neighbors, the Macedonians, as purely Greek, which led to
bickering and social snobbery.
The many beautiful bronze and gold
drinking cups displayed in the exhibit are
evidenceof the importance heavy-drinking
banquets played in Macedonian life.
Dervini Krater, a three-foot-high drinking
vase is a spectacular masterpiece of Greek
bronzeworking. Decorated with over 30
lifelikecharacters it depicts the wedding of
Dionysus
the god of Wine
to
Adriane;a scene of ecstatical drunkenness.
One of the most monumental artifacts
featured in the exhibitis the ancient pebble
floor mosaic entitled Pella Mosaic (see
picture). Transported from Greece by the
U.S. Air Force, (the whole operation was
supervised by Secretary of Defense Caspar
W. Weinberger), the ancient mosaic is
leaving the wall of the Pella Museum in
northern Greece for the first time. .The
object, a Greek national treasure, was discovered in Pella, the birthplace of
Alexander.Pella Mosaic, measuring 11-1/2
feet long, 6-1/2 feet high, 2-1/2 feet deep,
and weighingapproximately 800 pounds, is
one of the finest quality mosaic art pieces
to come from ancient times.
The mosiac (probably) depicts Alexander
and his friend Keratos on one of their
famous lion hunts during their journey of
conquestthrough Asia.
The illustration of the naked malebodies
and the powerful lion emphasizedboth the
tremendous struggle going on and depict
the Greek ideal of the male nude, which
they believed was the most beautiful form

"The Heritage of Alexander,"a suppleexhibit put together by Boston
MFA consists of European art from the
Renaissance and later periods dealing with
the historical deeds ofAlexander. Featured
in this supplementary exhibit are the works
of Charles Le Bau, a French artist commissioned by Louis XIV in the 16605, and two
oil paintings: The Quarrel by the
Bologneses artists Donato Creti and The
Founding of Alexandria by the Italian
artist Placido Costanzi.

high.
Although there is some uncertainty
about the identity of the tomb's occupants,

some believe it is the tomb of Alexander's
father, Phillip II of Macedon, buried 23

centuries ago. Yet according to BC Profes-.
sor of Art History Cornelius Vermeule 111,
MFA Classical Art Curator, saying whose
contents are in the tomb at the present
time, "would be like a coach giving the
final score of the game at halftime." He
added, "Adronikos and his colleagues in
Greece say wait until all the evidence is
seen."
Prof. Vermuele served on a council of
Greek and American art specialists who
selected the objects for the exhibit. He
believes that the title of show selected by
Time-Life was unfortunately chosen for its
popular appeal. "The details of Alexander
the Great's life are well-documented and
no one is searching for his tomb," commented Vermeule. He suggested instead the
title "Murder in Macedonia," because
there is some evidence that Alexander's
mother killed his brother'swife for reasons
of jealousy.
Many of the artifacts in the exhibition
date to the time of Alexander the Great
who died in 323 B.C. at the age of 33.
Alexander and his army conquered the
gigantic Persian Empire, which then
reached from Egypt and Asia Minor in the
west and Afghanistan to the east.
Alexander's army featured an excellent
cavalry and the most sophisticated weaponry of their age. Using a well-organized
phalanx in 'flying wedge' formation, the
Greeks overpowered the Persians, who
according to Prof. Vermeule, "had a
defense like the 1981 New England
Patriots." Alexander the Great went so far
as to conquer parts of south-central Russia
and the Indus Valley in western India
before his men declared they would go no
further.

The Mark of the Cool
Gift Giver: Les
Disques
by Brian Robin

I.ECHO AND THE BUNNYMEN,
"Heaven Up Here"
2. CRAIG LEON, "Nommos"
2. SIOUXSIE AND THE BANSHEES,
"JuJu"
2. EYELESS IN GAZA, "Caught in
Flux/The Eyes of Beautiful Losers"
2. ELVIS COSTELLO, "Trust"
2. AU PAIRS, "Playing with a Different
Sex"
2. MAGAZINE, "Play"
2. CLASH, "Sandinista"
2. POSITIVE NOISE, "Charm" (12", 3
Song-er)
2. VARIOUS, "The Fruit of the Original
Sin"

regarded

?

"The

Philosopher-

by Michael S. Pramuk

mentary

?

The former painting, based on a story by
Plutarch, depicts Phillip II of Macedon
menacing his son Alexander, and the latter
picture depicts the construction of the most
famous cities founded by Alexander.

MFA Boston is loaning 45 pieces to the
show from its collection of Classical antiquities, including gold coins picturing
Alexander, exquisite gold jewelry, a vase
with a relief showing Alexander's battle
against the Persian King Darius and a
marble head of Alexander as Herakles,
which is though to b one of the few surviving likenesses dating from Alexander's
lifetime.
"The Search for Alexander" exhibition
will be on display at MFA through January
10. Seeing this exhibit is highly recommended for all those interested in
Hellenistic art, great architectural finds,
(large models are constructed of the Royal
Tombs, showing the techniques used for
their unearthing), or in the historical deeds
of one of the world's most effective
conquerers, AlexandertheGreat.

in art.

A few centuries after his death,
Alexander became mythologized. Leaders
in the Greek army claimed they were his
reincarnate, while artists and writers
painted and wrote fantastic tales depicting
his greatness how he defeated huge seabeasts in the depths of the dark ocean and
flew to the heavens. In the Middle Ages he
was protrayed as a legendary hero. As one
painted manuscript from Inida, Alexander
Encountering Men With Elephant Ears
shows, his journeys were depicted as surrealistic encounters with strange creatures.
One of the few artists to capture the leanfaced pshyiogonomy of Alexander
characterizedby his narrow eyes and wavy,
short hair, was Lysippus, one of the conquerer's contemporaries. On display at
MFA is the copy of Lysippus' bust of
Alexander's head, supposedly the sculpture
closest to capturing the true image of
Alexanderthe Great.
During the Hellenistic period of art,
which began during Alexander's lifetime,
the great conquerer was already being
sculpted in idealized form as dreamy-eyed
and beautiful; his characterization was
merged with that of mythological gods.
Alexander, a man of diverse interests,
sponsored many artistic enterprises, and
?

?

Top Ten for the Yearof 1981
Jim McKay, DJ, Assistant Music Director

WZBC

Ask Dave...
by Dave

LIQUID LIQUID

?

Reflexes
DEAD KENNEDYS

?

EP/Successive
Fresh Fruit for

Rotting Vegetables

THE CLASH Sandinista
EYELESS IN GAZA
Caught in
Flux/The Eyes of Beautiful Losers
Talk, Talk,
PSYCHEDELIC FURS
Talk
AU PAIRS r-r Playing with a Different Sex
VARIOUS Greatest Rap Hits, Vol. II
BUSH TETRAS Rituals EP/Boom/Too
?

?

?

?

?

Many Creeps

SIOUXSIE AND THE BANSHEES
JuJu
ELVIS COSTELLO Trust/Almost Blue

?

?

HonorableMention:
Motown Anthologies, Grace Jones,

JAM.S.L.F.

Honorable Mention
Debut Bands:
Liquid Lidquid, Konk, R.E.M.
Laurie Anderson, Dk's, Psych Furs, Glenn
Branca, Nov Group("We Dance")
Shows:
Best Shows
D.X.'s at Channel, ZBC Benefit, Bush
Jam at Channel, Clast at Bond's in N.Y.C, Tetras at Streets, CLASH at Bond's in
Echo at Paradise
N.Y.C.

Gionfriddo

It's that time of year once again. A
microwavefor mom, curling irons for sis, a
tic for Uncle Charlie. Why not give the gift
of music this year? Confused? Lost in the
maze of new releases? A musical babe in
the woods? Well, fear no more. Here are
some smart suggestions for the considerate
cousin who wants to brighten up Christmas
Day with some holiday discs.
But, of course, everyrecord doesn'tfit in
every gift situation. The thorough shopper
has specialized needs. So, in the public
interest, I have broken down my list into
handy gift categories. Deck the Halls!
For Dad: This is a perfect opportunity to
widen pop's cultural horizons by giving
him a glimpse of the current young person's mind-set. For a quick, journey into
the heart of youthful angst, why not try Let
Them Eat Jellybeans, a wonderful sampler
of underground 45's compiled by the Dead
Kennedy's Jello Biafra. It's cheaper and
easier to swallow than a pop psychology
potboiler, and it has a lovely Reagan-andAmerican Flag cover suitable for framing.
And your Dad will probably never again
ask you why you dress that way, or why

you always miss the family picnics at the
beach.
Or for the safe shopper, there's In Lust
by The Dance. It's safe because no redblooded Dad will ever get past the cover,
the runaway winner of the year's soft-core
sweepstakes. And themusic's even good.
For Mom: Mom's hectic 18-hour days
demand a relaxing disc that will put her at
ease and tranquilize every nerve in her
body. An import copy of Berlin by Lou
Reed will certainly do the trick. This record
could knock out a charging elephant at 12
paces, but its effect might be a little too
potent for the more petite homemakers our
there. For them, try Brian Eno's Taking
Tiger Mountain. It's endless lead-out
groove, which keeps the record playing
indefinitely, is just what the doctorordered
for a harried housewife who hardly has
time to change albumsbetween diapers and
dinner, laundryand Love ofLife.
For Little Sister: Let's face it, there's
only so much you can do with a little sister.
After all, Rome wasn't built in a day. The
Residents' Commercial Album is perfect.
None of its songs are over one minute in
length, just ideal for someone whose
average attention span is about half that.
The Monkee's Greatest Hits is a safe predictable favorite, and Laurie Anderson's
45 "O Superman" would make an ideal
stocking stuffer, since Anderson has a high-
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Maravejev
by

on Liberation

Yvette Torell

gal distillery, a communal home and a
bizarrenightclub.
Written and
MONTENEGRO
Here, Marilyn unleashes her pent up
directed by Dusan Makavejev, starring frustration in an environment where free
Susan Anspach and Erland Josephson, at expression is highly respected. She entheOrson Welles Cinema, Cambridge.
counters gypsy-like folk with their playful
violence and pulsating invigorating passion
Dusan Maravejev, celebrated for the with a young laborer, Montenegro
philosophical erotic film, W.R. Mysteries (Svetozar Cvetkovic).
of the Organism, latest cinamatic achieveStill, Marilyn seems to have forgotten
ment, Montenegro, intertwines the themes her responsibility to her family, who meanof sex and politics in the story of a young while have allotted their lives to disorder
neurotic American woman, trapped in a and chaos. Buffalo Bill (Marilyn's father)
marriage to a stern, traditional Swedish interviews droves of dancing women, with
business man who is neverat home. It is the the aid of the two children, in his romantic
dilemma of the "mad housewife" (sound search for a wife, while her husband runs
familiar) yet this time the story is set in a
off to indulge in his own sexual fantasies
european context, mainly Swedish, where with his new found buddy, the psychiatrist.
our heroine plays house and mother to two
Heading this apt international cast in this
semi-normal adorable children and her all English speaking film, Susan Anspach
aging eight-four year old father who thinks makes a delightful comeback in a convinche's Buffalo Bill; while her husband ing performance which simultaneously
traipses around the world selling ball shocks and charms us. Maravejev reveals
bearings.'
Marilyn's liberation from her stereotypiMarilyn Jordan's (Susan Anspach) cally expected role in this psychosocial and
problem begins to unravel when her hus- political farce which merges the vulgarity
band (Erland Josephson) drops into town of the decadent unsophisticated immigrant
betweenbusiness trips and suddenly notices together with the accepted and accommothat his wife is acting strangely. Some of dating upper middle class to reveal a
her symptoms includecooking an elaborate similar identity. But, where is Marilyn's
dinner for the family, then consuming the place in all this?
whole meal herself, right in front of them.
She also displays fantasies of murder when
she tries to tempt the family dog to eat
poison. Her husband reacts to these
symptoms, before he flies off to eastern
by ValerieQuercia
Europe, by consulting with a psychiatrist to
look after Marilyn's problems.
WR-Mysteries of the Organism is a
No, Marilyn is not crazy! She is simply
disturbed by the stria society conditions specious study of Sex and Socialism or
which confine her in a stereo-typical role Sexual Socialism, as you like it, which
forcing her to bury her dreams, appara- might be more properly titledNo Mystery
tions and emotions. But, all is not lost; to the Orgasm. In this supposed satire,
while trying to catch up with her husband director Dusan Makavejev attempts to
at the airport, Marilyn is swept off to make a martyr of the late Wilhelm Reich
dream Zanzi-Bar by a dashing but tacky (thus, the 'WR'), and Austrian psychoeastern european immigrant Alex (Bora therapist whose alledgedly valuable work
Todovic). Our heroine escapes her pam- centered around the premise that "no
pered and controlled picture-perfect home- excitement can ever equal the elemental
life in exchange for a fairy-tale experience force of the orgasm. The film uses the
in a gypsy immigrant dwelling, with an ille- work of Dr. Reich to advocate the esta?

WR: Mysteries of
the Organism

blishment of a socialist state in which
"Free Love" reigns. If this sound pretentious, preposterous and pointless, you
underestimate Makavejev because it is all
that and more.
This Organism would claim to covej its
political parts with a pornographic cloak,
but it has no such parts and nothing it does
have is covered. The film begins with a
consideration of Reich's work: his theory
of "orgone", the orgasmic "energy of life
and love", and its supposedly miraculous
health inducing powers; the orgone "accumulator", a simple metal-lined wooden
box in which a person, by virtue of the
organic wood, might recapture this miraculous energy
as well as possibly have
his bleeding stopped or his cancer cured.
According to Reich, the orgasm is not
strictly sexual, but is the ultimate, fulfilling
experience which also can be induced
simply by proper breathing, movement and
muscular pressure. However, a dirty, old
colleague of Reich's, in discussing his own
experience, snickers and admits that it is
largely sexual, but of course, so much
more.
Reich died in an American prison in
1957. Makavejev emphasizes that Reich's
"creative individuality" was treated as a
"crime" behind the Iron Curtain as well as
in capitalist America. His American
neighbors cursed him as a "Commie" and
an "Orghy" (no kidding). Yet, Makavejev
conveniently neglects to mention that Reich
was sentenced to only two years for contempt and for fraud in connection with his
orgone "accumulator". Makavejev would
have us believe that orgone could do everything from establishing world harmony too
providing a large charge on Friday night.
A society in which this cannot be appreciated is in obvious and dire need of
change. Commercial, superficial, desensitized America is not better than the Soviet
Union in this respect, perhaps a good deal
worse since we are also 'uptight. We must
embrace ourselves and anyone within
sprinting distance. "Free Love" and
"Socialism" must go euphemisticaly hand
in hand.
All this madness might be amusing if not
for Makavejev's method. He attempts to
make his point by humorously contrasting
fre love, which he portrays as funny,
?

Presence of Blue
by Holly Willis

Do you ever notice as you're reading
along that you're looking at blink ink lines
on white paper? For a second you're terrified that you will forget what they all mean
but you quickly read on, inwardly amazed
at your own little revelation. Then you

realize these words are the tangible
thoughts of someone else.
A film tends to mirror reality in symbols
that are less foreign than in ink on paper.
However, a film takes us in as well, and
sometimes one senses that littlerevelation
coming on as we realize that we are learnpitched, funny voice-and your sis and all
her friends can sit around and giggle at it
until they get tired and go do something
else.
For Little Brother: Get your little
brother off on the right foot in life. The
Psychedelic Furs, Setting Sons by the Jam,
the Gang of Four's Entertainment and The
Clash are all excellent introductions to the
real world, guaranteed to convince him to
leave behind grade-school lavatory music
forever. These gifts are as life-enriching as
a typewriter or a dictionary, and he won't
hate you for buying them.
Stupid People: Alas, everyone has two or
three really stupid people on his Christmas
list. You know these people. The exneighbor who drove your Mom to the
hospital when she was going into labor; the
chubby aunt who inexplicably developed
and unnatural attachment to you when you
werelittle; your brother's scoutmaster's exmilkman. Chances are, you probably
wouldn't throw any of these bores a rope if
they were drowning. But thevenerable constraints of precedent force you to spend
money on these goons. The only thing to do
is a gift that keeps on getting even. And the
only real gift for stupid people is ambient
music. Based on a concept by synthesizer
pioneer Brian Eno, ambientmusic is music

ing something new. Sidney Pollack's latest
The story concerns the dilemna of
film, Absence of Malice, combines these Megan Carter, played by Sally Field, a
types of knowledge acquisition in a typical writer for the Miami Standard, when she is

newspaperfilm.
The story concerns the dilemna of
Megan Carter, played by Sally Field, a
writerfor the Miami Standard, when she is
given confidential information not meant
for print. But Megan's problem, like that
of the other characters in the film, is that
she doesn't know where her duty to her job
ends and her being a person begins. With
pencil in hand, she madly scribbles away
lives, a journalist intent on informing.
Then there's Paul Newman as Michael
Gallagher, who finds himself as the feature
story one morning. The story is accurate,
but not true, a small disctinction but
important. The cinematography catches
Newman's blue eyes in the pink Miami
sunset, reflecting off the grape-green
waters, and gazing into Megan's eyes in
refusal to her liberated invitation to bed.
Paul Newman's eyes are the highlight of
the film. However, Pollack does manage to
take us into his story for a while, enough so
that we feel both Megan's frustration and
Michael Gallagher'srage as they both fight
against others who control them. Although
remeniscent of "Lou Grant" and typical in
its protrayal of journalistic problems, the
film does point out the influence of people
on each other and how we use each other
for our own goals.
Just as Megan Carter's words in the
newspaper inform people, Pollack's film
shows us how distant we are from each
other as we get caught up in our own lives.
There is often a separation between the
informers and informed, between writers
and theirreaders and between directors and
their audience, but there shouldn't be an
"us" and "them" or a me-againsteveryone else. At least not when one is
trying to convey thoughts tangibly for
others.

given confidential information not meant
for print. But Megan's problem, like that
of the other characters in the film, is that
she doesn't know where her duty to her job
ends and her being a person begins. With
pencil in hand, she madly scribbles away
lives, a journalist intent on informing.

Then there's Paul Newman as Michael
Gallagher,who finds himself as the feature
story one morning. The story is accurate,
but not true, a small disctinction but
important. The cinematography catches
Newman's blue eyes in the pink Miami
sunset, reflecting off the grape-green
waters, and gazing into Megan's eyes in
refusal to her liberated invitation to bed.
Paul Newman's eyes are the highlight of
the film. However, Pollack does manage to
take us into his story for a while, enough so
that we feel both Megan's frustration and
Michael Gallagher's rage as they both fight
against others who control them. Although
remeniscent of "Lou Grant" and typical in
its protrayal of journalistic problems, the
film does point out the influence of people
on each other and how we use each other
for our own goals.
Just as Megan Carter's words in tne
newspaper inform people, Pollack's film

shows us how distant we are from each
other as we get caught up in our own lives.
There is often a separation between the
informers and informed, between writers
and theirreaders and betweendirectors and
their audience, but there shouldn't be an
"us" and "them" or a me-againsteveryone else. At least not when one is
trying to convey thoughts tangibly for
others.

natural and innocuous, with repressionand
oppression in America and behind the Iron
Curtain. But Makavejev; s conception of
humor far surpasses the black and approaches an almost unbelievable level of
grotesquerie. Consider a typical 'comic'
juxtaposition of scenes: a .Communist
chorus line singing "Life without fucking
isn't worth a thing."; and actual footage,
shot in an unnamed Iron Curtain country,
of an unidentified white jacketed official
drowning a teenage boy.by pouring water
through a tube extending down his nose to
his lungs.
Makavejev's Organism is a creature of
banal and bizarre parts, a mindless,
moronic monster of a movie.Politics is lost
in a dismal confusion of socialism,
communism, explicit sex, violence and
torture. The point becomes pronography,
impure and simplistic. Do not be deceived
by a scientific sounding title and some
pompous political pretentions. Beware of
this cretinous creature in whatever dark
theater it may lurk.

CORNER OF COMM. AYE.
AND HARVARD AYE.

Wed., Dec. 9
Jeff and Jane Hudson
WBCN Special D.J.
OEDIPUS

Thurs., Dec. 10
November Group
&
OUTLETS

Fri., Dec. 11
NEW
MODELS
Sat., Dec. 12
THE DANCE
and

THESUEDE
COWBOYS
Wed., Dec. 16
10-POLE TUDOR
and

ANTI-PASTI

Fri., Dec. 18
Flicky Boys

Sat., Dec. 19
Peter Dayton

Sat., Dec. 26
BLACK FLAG
Afternoon
All-ages Show

NEW YEARS
DAY
BRIAN BRAIN
on
THE DARK

X
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Uncle Vanya?s Vaguely Bourgeois
by Sally Quick
Thursday night opened BC's production
by Anton
Chekhov. This parody of upper class life in
Russia at the turn of the century portrays

of "Uncle Vanya", a play

the boredom and indolence of the aristocracy. Uncle Vanya, played by Peter
Reinecker, is a 47 year old caretaker on an
isolated country estate. He is disgruntled
by the fact that he has worked so hard all
his life, that he never had a chance to try
and do something special with it. He cries,
"I could have been Dostoyevsky" The
irony of the play of course lies in the fact

1

true fool in love. Other fine moments
includedDavid MacClimont's speech in the
third act in which he tries to convince the
family to sell the estate. It is hard to
remember that he is a BC student and not
an ego-centric selfish old man. Much to the
credit of the entire cast they carried off

characters are oppressed and their lives are
shabby. This is made obvious in the final
scene when Redmond says to Rienecker
that they are the only two intelligentpeople
in the country and even they are becoming
stupid. The set serves to subtley convey this
message throughout the production.
The audience was small, but good,
perching on about on fifth of the theatre.
This madefor a more intimate experience.
Jokes got good laughs and as once actor
said, "for an audience of 109 they were

Dennis Redmond, whom she has a mad that I overheard a member of the audience
crush on. She blushed and simpered like a telling someone in the cast they were
checking their copy to see if that was
written in the script.
At the same time there were moments
when one was painfully aware that onewas
watching a play. The acting was good. Yet
it remained only that, acting. Simultaneously this is in keeping with Chekhov's
depiction of stereotypes. The play began
awkwardly, but the actors seemed to gain
confidence and the play began to pull
together. The plot thickened quickly and
climaxed explosively with a massive rift
and an unsuccessful murder attempt on the
part of Uncle Vanya. It was during the
$
intermission directly after this scene that I
caught sight of director Reverend Joseph
Larkin S.J. grinning happilyin thecrowd.
The scenery was impressive, capturing
and expressing the mood of the play. At
first glance it seemed to be a fancy and
5
finished set. However, closer scrutiny
revealed dingy cloth, old-lookingwallpaper
and unevenly stained wood. These details
served to heighten the shabbiness of the
situation. The use of color was especially
good in the first and fourth scenes where
backdrops and walls were a strangely
oppressive gray-green color. But the

All in all, it was a good production, with
strong acting and effective sets. Its melo-

that those who had the chance to make
something of their lives do not do anything
moresubstantial than Vanya himself.
"Uncle Vanya" is a great play and BC
made a good production. The play is funny
and the cast did a good job of delivering
the dry jobkes and off-the-collar com-

ments. The characters were well portrayed. what could have been a devastating acciEach character had his or her moment of dent in the second act. A large picture
glory when they completely became the one spontaneously burst from the wall,
whom they portrayed. Joan Robbins was knocking down a samovour full of water
especially smashing in the scene where she and crushing several teacups. Nobody
is trying to talk to the doctor, played by laughed; instead they ad-libbedso skillfully great."
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(Continuedfrom page 12)
designed to provide a background for
normal activities. This type of music is

wonderfully relaxing for the average
listener, but it is an especially good joke to
play on stupid people, since aforementioned individuals usually become so
engrossed in what they are doing (licking
postage stamps, sharpening pencils, etc.)
that they forget the music is even there and
miss it completely. Ask them "How did
you like the record I bought you?" and
watch them squirm for an answer. Brian
Eno's Music for Airports and Discreet
Music are especially recommended. Cool,
smart friends: See Top 10 listings elsewhere
in section.
Merry X-Mas!

5 PLAYS
FOR $20
STUDENT PASS
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from a great show. The theatresmells like a
new car and I got in for a ride back in time
to Russia at the turn of the century.
Somehow I didn't quite makeit allthe way.

American Repertory Theatre

1981-82 SEASON
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dramatic humor was entertaining while

conveying a strong message at the same
time. My only real criticism of "Uncle
Vanya" is that it did not provide for me the
real feeling of transcendencethat one gets
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Choose the New Plays, the Classics or Both
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See works by Moliere,Ibsen,
Chekhov, and Handel or the latest
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plays by Sam Shepard and Carlos
Fuentes.
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Available from: UGBC Cultural Committee.
McElroy 120
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MIT Prof Warns of Nuclear War Threat

United States by giving it first
strike capability, Morrison said.
A first strike doesn't necesThe Boston College Coalition
sarily have to be the first step in
against Nuclear War concluded a
nuclear war, Morrison indicated.
series on the threat ofnuclear war
Citing Secretary of State Alexanwith a talk by MIT physics proder Haig's comment two weeks
fessor Phillip Morrison.
ago that a nuclear weapon could
Morrison, a participant in the
be fired just to show other coungreater.
Manhattan Project, used distin"Each year the danger remains tries the United States is willing to
guished physicist Robert Oppenis a throwof the dice on the table. use its weapons, Morrison said
heimer'sanalogy ofUS-Soviet behavior in the nuclear issue as two One year the unlucky number will the Soviets could do the same to
save face. The bluffs would be recome up," said Morrison.
scorpions in a bottle.
Morrison indicated the US peated until finally one side is
"If the scorpions are trapped in
a bottle and one strikes, the other could defend itself completely pushed too far and nuclear war
would start, Morrison said.
will retaliate. But both will die. with 250 nuclear weapons.Therenuclear
warheads
Morrison indicated the first
fore,
said
this
18
the
1800
Oppenheimer
Robert
years ago about the nuclear race. the United States now has can not step toward a world free of nuclear war will come when the US
Today the stings have grown be claimed defensive by the govmore and more toxic," said ernment, Morrison argued. The government stops spending "taxweapons increase the power of the payers' money" on missiles the
Morrison.
Morrison said the US has been
fortunate in the last 35 years to
have avoided nuclear war; however, history has shown wrong decisions can be made. Morrison
speculated that each year the danger of nuclear war remains the
chances it will occur becomes

by Peter Price

Ravenous Rodents Raid Ressies
but not how they manage to
invade the second and fourth
Rumor has it that the fruit flies floors where sightings have been
have arrived from the Medi- reportedby students.
terranean to BC and field mice
from Newton's forests have
"They must have taken the
followed the migration.
elevators," the students
Reports of field mice scurrying humorously noted.
across the dorms on Newton and
the apartments in Edmonds Hall
One student with a mousemate
have come to the attention of the
claimedthe creature was not wild.
BC housing office, Noting that
"It didn't look like the one from
field mice traditionally enter
the fields. It looked tame. It must
rooms where the habits of some have come from the kids with
inhabitants are not too clean,
labs."
Director of Housign Richard biology
Collins stated that exterminators The- more pertinent problem
were sent to eliminae the pest proafflicting the building is that of
blem about a week and a half ago, the fruit flies, as it has been diffithought he results showed minicult to eliminate the pests.
mal mouse population.
Prevalent in two fourth floor
The residents of a second floor rooms in Edmonds a few weeks
room-in Edmonds Hall described ago, oneresident claimed the flies
their squeaky visitor. Acting as a covered their toothbrushes in the
"roommate"for a month before morning.
fellow inhabitantskilled him with
a mousetrap on Halloween, the
Although the students noted
little visitor displayed a huge that Housing has sent extermiappetite, eating through the nators three times, the insects
liveing room couch. The female seemed to continue to multiply.
residents reported that extermina- One student believed this was
tors failed to come to their aid, because the chemicals the exterand RA suggested the residents
by Eileen Abbott

.

set up mousetraps. \u25a0>
Keyes North dorm on Newton
Campus has experienced problems of a similar nature. One
resident claims to have sighted
some field micein the garbage bin

down the hall. As Collins ex-

minators
probably

insects like
flying insects.

According to the victimized
students, since the mice were
trapped and the Mediterranean
fruit flies could not bear New
England's cold winter weather,
the activity has ceased.
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1328 BEACON/Coolidge Corner

SCHOLARSHIP AND FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE

For further information and application materials,
call or write:
Nancy Berla
Assistant to the Dean
School of Public Affairs
1218 Social Sciences Building
University of Maryland
CollegePark, MD 20742
(301) 454-7238
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Whether you're a beginner or expert (or somewhere
in between), we guarantee you'll love gliding down
the face of the mountain. And our apres-ski activities will drive you wild?fabulous meals, great
entertainment, movies, dancing and parties galore.
And take a look at our terrific prices:
1

'

Hotel Lodging

Package includes:
?Full braaklails'
Full dinners*

Condo Lodging

5 nighu choice lodging
S day* III) ticket

Apree-akl activities
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1o a 15% tai 1aamlcacharga

FOR A BROCHURE, RESERVATIONS AND INFORMATION
CALL YOUR ON CAMPUS REP:

MLchael Downer

965-1178

OR CHECK YOUR SCHOOL BULLETIN BOARDS.
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This January, join thousands of students from hundreds of colleges at beautiful Mount Snow, Vermont for Campus Vacation Associations' Snowmester Ski weeks.

Professional Education for Careers in
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However, a mouse appearingin
the basement floor room of two
anonymous freshmen has inspired
a rumor that there is an animal
kingdom in the room. The occupant dispelled this rumor, as he
logically explaiend that the
mouse, which entered a basement
room since Keyes North is located
near the woods.
The second floor juniors in
Edmonds understand how a
mouse can enter the basement,

?

University of Maryland College Park
NEW PROFESSIONAL DECREE PROGRAM
IN WASHINGTON, D.C. AREA

Although the students noted
that Housing has sent exterminators three# times, the insects
seemed to continue to multiply.
One student believed this was
because the chemicals the exterminators were using were
probably intended for crawling
insects like cockraoches, not
flying insects.

w

plained, "they go where the food

using were
crawling
cockraoches, not

...

According to the victimized
students, since the mice were
trapped and the Mediterranean
fruit flies could not bear New
England's cold winter weather,
the activity has ceased.

KNICKERS N
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intended for

satellites, has already been welcomed by both sides, Morrison
said.
"The purpose of this treaty is
to maintain a level of control at
the level of leadership. It is to
both sides' advantage if the
mutual maintenance of reason is
kept," Morrison said.
Morrison indicated that the upcoming years are the most critical
in the nuclear weapons debatebecause of the present political climate. The last presidential vote
indicated that the voters are not
as concerned over the possibility
of nuclear war as they should be,
Morrison said.
Although the end results of nuclear war and conventional war
are both destruction, Morrison
said nuclear war is a more frightening situation. He said the species wouldsurvive but many innocent people would perish.
"It doesn't matter if you are a
neutral country or not. In nuclear
war, only the direction of the
wind matters.

US doesn't need. The MX, Cruise
Missiles and MIRY's were all
named by Morrison as exotic
arms that only accelerated the nuclear race because they are not
needed to defend the country.
"Like every growth industry
the nuclear industry has surpassed
the saturation level of the environment
the earth is small,"
Morrison said.
"The cost of missiles is small,
not that it is small monetarily but
in comparison to the damage it
will do to the earth," he added.
Only after agreement between
Russia and the United States over
the abolishmentof production on
new nuclear weapons does Morrison believe a world wide cut in
nuclear weapons could be
achieved. A cut of 50% is realistic, he indicated, and could be enforced with satellite detection.
Morrison further speculated
that two treaties would be necessary to avoid nuclear war. The
first treaty would prohibit either
power from destroying the other's
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News Feature

Russian Mystic Heals with Psychic Energy
by Jim Duffy

that I give to others, like this." |
He passes his left hand over the
contour of my shoulder without
touching it. I can sense a slight
force that feels something like the
static electricity charges in a

energy from his hands. He is
quick to dissociate himself from
faith healing, and careful in
describing what he does and does
not do.
"I'm not a medical doctor," he
says."I just have extra energy

Yefim Shubenstov is a realist
with mysterious talent. He calls
himself a healer, a "bioenergetic
consultant" who cures people in
his Brookline office with the

Shubenstov radiates energy as
he paces around his office
describing his work. He is a
highly animated person whose
zest compensates for his unfamiliarity with the English language.

sweater.

Handbook Informs Students
of Rights

Since arriving from Moscow a
ago, he has built up a practice of 380 patients without any
advertising. People come to him
from as far as California for
treatment of headaches, back
pains and joint ailments. Shubenstov says he works "very well and
very quickly" with bad circulation and that he can cure phobias
in ten minutes. Patients with
allergies bring in samples of the
allergen without touching them,
and Shubenstov neutralizes the
disagreement.
year

ing, and university facilities regu-

by Eileen Abbott

the Student Rights Committee
lations. Head believes students Reed Stacey said it is the student's
are aware of the basic rules of the right and responsibility to become
university, but they usually do not familiar with therules and regulaknow what to do if they have to tions of the school, and the Stugo through the judicial process.
dent Rights Committee was
Whether the booklet really afcreated to protect and inform stufects student behavior is hard to dents of these rights.
tell, according to Head. However,
Although the information in
she noted, only ten cases have
gone before the Judicial Board
the Handbook can be found scatthis year while first semester last tered in other sources, Head says
year brought in 35 cases. Since the guide has compressed the mastudents and circumstances vary terial into a comprehensive issue.
from year to year, Head said it is Beyond the written publication,
not accurate to assume the handthe Student Rights Committee ofbook caused the quiet period.
fers advisement for those who
Co-Director of Publicity for need it in McElroy 111.

If you do not know that pillow
fights are prohibited on campus
and that students are allowed to
organize to express grievances,
UGBC's Student Rights Hand-

book can inform you about these
and other university policies.
In its fourth year in publication, the booklet is currently
being distributed to serve as a reference guide, according to CoChairperson of the Student
Rights CommitteeKathy Head.
The handbook is divided into
four parts: the university judicial
process, academic policies, hous-
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before he discovered his talent.
As he explains, a tumor near his
right ankle 14 years ago required
a bone graft operation that left
him a cripple. While in the

bV9

3

:

Shubenstov (his PhD is a fine

arts degree) was a free-lance illustrator for Soviet publishing house
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If you think "dropouts" lead

to street gangs,
you're not ready for Memorex.
What dropoutscan do to
cassetterecordings is criminal.
Dropouts are the annoying
moments of signal loss that steal
theclarity-and thelife-from
your music.
So every part of a Memorex

reproduction play after play, even
after 1000 plays.
Our tape transport mechanism

is tooled to such precise tolerances.it virtually eliminates signal
loss caused by tape-tracking error,
And to prevent those dropouts
caused by dust.
\u25a0_»_ilß^^
fingerprints and
other mishan- \u25a0 _T?»_V____BBbJbP'

cassette tape is specially engmeered to help eliminate
dropouts.
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that accepts the
cassette upside
downor right side up ?J
So don't risk your \u25a0
good music to a
\u25a0
bunch of dropouts.
Record on
Memorex In HIGH BIAS 11.
METAL IV or normal bias MRX I.
Each gives you true sound repro-

We developedan extraordinary binding processcalled
Permapass'" to protect against
dropouts caused by oxidewearoff. Permapass locks each oxide
particle, each musical detail,
onto the tape. For true sound
c WW. Mmtea Cap?won

duction even after 1000 plays,
In fact, a Memorexcassette will
always deliver true sound reproduction, or we'll replace it. Free,
Tosettlefor anything lesswould
be a crime,
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Shubenstov says, "have I
something special or no?"
That "something special"
began to emerge as something
truly extraordinary. Laying on his
hands, Shubenstov cured a headache and healeda knew. He began
to study medicine and treat his
own injury until he could walk
almost normally. In 1972, he
becarne head of a research group
at the Bioelectric Laboratory of
the Soviet Academy of Science,
and worked in various specialized
hospitals. At the Scientific
Research Institute of Pediatrics in
Moscow, he taught 400 medical
doctors how to use this type of
manual therapy.
Shubenstov says that his talent
is by no means unique, and that
everyone has a field of biological
energy which can be developed.
"The. only difference is the
level," he says. "When you get a
memory for what you feel, you
can tell when something is wrong,
just like you can tell cotton from
polyester just by touching it."
Describing his method of
helping people stop smoking or
drinking, Shubenstov speaks in
terms of "directing positive
energy" to the "guilty" part of
the brain, then working on the
hand that does the deed.
"If something is not good, I
can stop the command," he says.
"If you love some girls
."
don't love you back
Shubenstov reaches for the lamp
on his desk and switches it off.
"You'll still recognize them, but
you won't have this message
anymore."
Shubenstov's office is adorned
with oil paintings as American
artist gave him as repayment for
curing back pains that made the
artist unable to paint. He has also
given energy to pianists, professional sportsmen, weight lifters
and professors before they

.

..

perform.

Since Shubenstov takes such a
realistic attitude toward his work,
to watch him is more enlightening
than mystifying. I saw him work
with a twenty-one year old
woman who sees Shubenstov for
periodic treatments of breathing
trouble which she has had since
breaking her nose.
"Which side is worse?" he
asked her, then placed his
fingertips to the bridge of her
nose, and the palm of the other
hand to the back of her head.
There's no overwhelming
moment of silent concentration;
he was talking while he did it. I
asked him how long this treatment takes, and he replied, "It
depends. I can feel how well it's
working as I do it."
As he stood behind her,
directing his energy to the
"guilty" part, Shubenstov excontinued topage 17
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hospital, a friend introduced him
to a group of people interested in
psychic phenomena with relation
to healing.
"They wanted to see,"
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Newsman Bob Klinkscale Tells of Media Rat Race
by Cindy

Bocko

of external forces which may
threaten to compromise an indiThe Communications Departvidual's self-honesty.
ment of Boston College recently
The speaker introducedhimself
invited Bob Klinkscale, permaby confirming his position as
nent anchormen of the Channel anchorman of Channel Five's six
Five "Eye-opener News," to am newscast. Xlink scale offered a
address the department's Voice personal insight into his life by
and Articulation class, under the revealing that he has six children
directionof Speech Lecturer Gail and also acts as a Babe Ruth
McGrath.
manager. He delivered a brief
The guest speaker was eagerly account ofhis origins, stating that
anticipated because of his ability he was born in Charlestown and
to provide the students with a new grew up in Dorchester. During his
perspective on media-related youth, he entered the service, to
industries. Klinkscale did this and later emerge with a disability. The
much more, giving his audience a anchorman classified himself as a
greater appreciation of what it
"ghetto kid" who hoped to
means to be a professional combecome involved in media work.
municator in a competitive field. Additionally Klinkscale attended
In a similar manner, he stressed broadcast school where he comthe importance of retaining one's pleted a year of media-related
own integrity despite the pressure education

Healer

Bioenergetic
continuedfrom page 16
plained that channeling this
energy can make you more vulnerable to ailments, but he has
learned how to protect himself.
After ten minutes or so, he moved
his fingertips from one side ofher
nose to the other, holding his
hands at several angles in front of
her face, then passing his palm
two or three times around her
head. "Now," he said, "What is
not good?"
She drew a deep, clear breath
and said, "Fine. That's very

Klinkscale's first employment
position was in Brattleboro,
Vermont where he performed the
duties of a radio disc jockey. He
later became a program director
in Haverhill, Massachusetts and
subsequently workedat WBZ as a
writer. Uponauditioning for a job
at Channel Five, Klinkscale informed us that he was referred to
as "a diamond in the rough,"
precisely because the management
recognized and appreciated his
"local quality" largely derived
from his Dorchester background.
This led to the ratification of a
five year contract which established Klinkscale's permanent
association with the Channel Five
news staff.
At this junction in his presentation to the class, the speaker commentedabout the important influence that religion had in his life,
emphasizing that "reality is in
Christ." He emphatically stressed
the crucial role that his religious
faith has played in keeping him
steadfast and in making his life
qualitativelyrewarding. Thus did
Klinkscale's message transcend
the- immediate members of his
audience, by holding out a beacon
of faith which can be the moti-

psychology.

His latest endeavor is looking
for funding sources to found an
institute for the. research and
application of bioenergetic
healing. Since his appearance in
Washington, a number of private
foundations have expressed their
interest in the project. Shubenstov's partner, researcher
Boguslaw Lipinski, explained that
what they have in mind has never
been tried before: a private institute for the scientific documentationof healing.

good."

"Are you sure? All the
American people say something is
fine, evenwhen it isn't."
She pointed out that one side
could use a little more.
Shubenstov put his fingertips to
the offender. A minute later, she
said "Ij's perfectly alright."
BUTTON FLY
outstanding I
Shubenstov's
success rate (he says that 85% of
his patients leave feeling better
and 15% become "much better") Hr c?(
?
has madebelievers out of skeptics
'S
501
Guaranteed to
\
.50
KS2
s
|
«
»
in the biological sciences. //!__
'FADE 'SHRINK
,
Shubenstov was a speaker at a / B BR
H .OUTLAST'M ALL
healing
symposium in
Washington two weeks ago where
he addressed a nationwide convention of scientists doing Riding Apparel, 292 Boy Iston St., Boston
research in healing and para-
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Resuming his former theme,
the guest speaker reflected on his
employment history. He allueded
to the importance of personal
relationships in securing a job.
Because his position on the news
staff was itself affected by his
acquaintances with individuals
from former years, Klinkscale
advised, "Relationships that you
get involved with in your work
experience are very important."
The speaker than proceeded to
address the concerns of his
audience as potentialprofessional
communicators. He elaborated
upon the necessity of diligent and
dedicated efforts to excel, especially because of the fierce competition in the media industry. When
asked to comment about the
qualities that give onebroadcaster
the leading edge over another,
Klinkscale focused on the personality of the communicator as
one of the most important contributors to job success. The ability
to interact effectively with others
is of primary importance in a field
such as his. To illustrate this
point, Klinkscale referred to
Natalie Jacobson, who he said is
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From Logan InternationalAirport
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perceived as "almost perfect" in
the Boston news forum.
During the course ofhis presentation, the class caught a glimpse
of Klinkscale's dynamic personality as it glittered through his
skillful rendition of "Paul
Reveres Ride." He used this particular composition in order to
dramatize the importance of
giving animation to the otherwise
lifeless words on a sheet of copy.
The speaker's goal was to teach us
about the qualities that are essential part of the professional
communicator's repertoire.
Continuing to address his
audience,Klinkscale responded to
questions about his personal
experiences in the broadcasting
field. He said that his early work
on the radio was valuablebecause
it gave him the confidence that he
needed to pursue higher goals.
Reflecting on his teaching position at Emerson College, he
stated that he finds fulfillment in
this type of work because it gives
him the opportunity to have a
direct beneficial effect on other
people. Furthermore, Klinkscale
expressed a favorable opinion
about the popularity of calbetelevision.
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BC Frosh Reigns as
Maine Spud Queen

I

MERRY CHRISTMAS FROM

show (50%), and a swim suit and
evening gown competition (15%).

by Paula Healy

For several months now the
achievements of freshman Christine Colbath have gone virtually
unnoticed by the Boston College

Monday

THURS N,GHT

I

- JACK DANIELS NIGHT

QjjjjjS NjGHT

TUESDAY

-

community.
Last July Colbath was proudly
crowned Maine Potato Queen by

ROCK NIGHT

the Maine Potato Commission in
Aroostook County, Maine.
As MissPotato Queen, Colbath
described her duties as "promoting a product." She appears at
many trade fairs as a public relations representative for the Maine
Potato Commission. This fall,
Colbath attended The New
England Trade Fair in Springfield, Massachusetts. The event
was termed"Maine Day."

and the Infamous FRIDAY AFTERNOON

SPECIAL!
BEAT THE CLOCK
(Drinks start at 80c)

.

'

SAT. NIGHT

?

LADIES NIGHT

37

(Come by for a complimentarycocktail)

SUN. NIGHT

?

8-12 1/2PRICE DRINKS

The competition increased, as
she ran against nine girls from
Aroostook County for the Miss
Potato Queen pageant. This contest consisted, Colbath said, of a
judges' interview (35%), a talent

Open 7 days / 7 nights a week!!

161 BRIGHTON AYE., ALLSTON

783-2900

Colbath's rendition on Carole

King's

impressed

"Tapestry"

both the judges and the crowd.
When asked why she entered
the contests, Colbath said they
gave her an opportunity to gain
experience and to meet friends.
She admitted she really enjoyed
herself in the competition, and the
$500 prize money was an added
incentive.
At Boston College, Colbath is a
Romance Language major and
has interests in the theatre and,
not surprisingly, public relations.
As for her future plans, Colbath
said she plans on entering the
Miss Maine contest in June, the
only agricultural queen permitted
to do so.
Achieving her title was no easy
task, Colbath explained. A prerequisite for "Miss Potato Queen"
was the Town Queen title. Last
April, Colbath said she competed
with 12 other high school seniors
to attain the Miss Presque Isle
crown.

Students as
Missionaries

aft

by Chris Faro
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Three BC students are to join
Mother Teresa's Missionary Sisters of Charity in Haiti Dec. 27
through January 5. Included are
Patty Campanella, Wendy Trull
and Marc Lucier.
Another student, Elain Fleck,
will attend the same program January 4 through 14.
After an orientation day in Biscayne, Florida, where they will
meet with 25 other students, they
will travel to Port-au-Prince,
Haiti.
Three days will consist of working in a slum project in the back
country. The students will spend
another four days working with
the Sisters of Charity in the Home
for the Destitute and Dying, assisting doctors and nurses.
When Lucier was askedwhat he
hoped to obtain from this pilgrimage, he stated, "intensified
solidarity with poor people in an
intimate way, a humanizing
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Villanova Crushes Eagles in Jersey, 97-75
by John

Conceison

Maybe the BC basketball team
was rusty in the 1981-82 Big East
inaugural at the Meadowlands'
Byrne Arena last Friday night.
Then again, Villanova, 97-75 runaway victor over the Eagles, appears to be living up to its preseason hype.
Two weeks ago, Wildcat coach
Rollie Massimino saw his club
winding up "in the pack somewhere" before the season began.
Yet Villanova's near-flawless perbbb?b ???a?aa

??

?a?

?

formance (65 percent from the
field) served as a wake-up call to
heavy pre-seasonfavorite Georgetown, now 3-2. Start talking
about the frosh-loaded Hoyas in
February; these Cats are ready to
play now.
Dwan Chandler (10 points on
the night) boostedBC (2-1) to an
early 14-12 lead, but Nova quickly shut the door on the Eagles.
Off the bench came junior forward Mike Mulquin (classmate of
Heights staffers Pat Reilly and
Reed Stacey at Georgetown Prep)

warn???*B?as?

???

??????aa?

???aa?a?a

to score 17 points, and fellow
frontcourters Ed Pinckney (12
points) and the abominable John
Pinone (team high with 22) thoroughly decimated the Eagles' inside game.
John Bagley, who always has
the hot hand against Villanova
(28 and 30 points in the two encounters with the Cats last season), was BC's lone offensive
threat, pumping in a game-high
30 points, most of them coming
from sharp outside shooting. Early in the contest, Bagley surpassed
?am ???????aa?

?a? ?i ??bbbbb

the 1,000-point milestone. He
presently has 1,027 career points
with nearly two full seasons remaining at the Heights.
The Villanova bulge escalated
to as much as 34 midway through
the second half, fruits of the
Wildcats' 40-minute, two-way
masterpiece. Stewart Granger
emerged as the maestro with 19
points and a Big East record 14
assists.
The Eagles startedoff the regular season last week with victories
in both Division II home tuneups
by comfortable margins. In last
Sunday's opener against Bentley,
BC jumped out to a 51-30 halftime advantage en route to an 86-58 pasting of the Falcons. Bagley
led all scorers in the contest with

22 points, while Bentley center
Todd Orlando banged in 20 to
lead thelosers.
Things weren't so easy against
Stonehill last Wednesday night at
Roberts Center before a capacity
crowd.The Eagles wound up winning, 83-67, but not before trailing most of the first half. BC finally took a 39-37 lead into the
locker room at the half, and blew
out the Chieftains in the early
stages of the final 20 minutes.
Bagley led the Eagles once
again with 21 points, whileStonehill guard Bob Rietz led all scorers
with 29.
BC's next game is Wednesday
night at home against Brown,
then the team travels to Durham,
New Hampshire to face UNH.

Doherty to Attend BC
Smith's Honorable Mention AllThe BC basketball program reAmerica Team.
ceived its third verbal commitWayland High Coach Joe Porment from a top high school rerell
feels "Russ has the speed and
Wednesday.
cruit last
Russ Doherty, a 6-7 forward transition ability to play the colfrom Wayland High School in lege game. Most importantly, he
Wayland, MA has announced his plays hisbest in the big games."
BC Coach Dr. Tom Davis
intention to enroll at Boston Colnoted that he is "very pleased to
lege in September of 1982. Present guard Tim O'Shea is also a add another Boston-area player
to our team, especiallyone as weil
graduate of Wayland High.
prepared as Russ. I agree with Joe
Doherty has helped lead Wayland to a 42-2 record over the past Porrell that Russ' quickness and
two seasons, including a perfect ability to play over the full 94 feet
22-0 mark and the Division II gives him the potentialto be a fine
college player."
Championship last winter. DoThe Eagles have previously reherty has averaged 15 points and
10 rebounds per game over the ceived commitments from Mike
last two years. He was selected Sinicki from Union-Endicott
in Endicott, NY, and
All-Scholastic and MVP of the High School
Dual County League and, this Roger Mcßeady from Xaverian
High School in Brooklyn, NY.
year, was named to Street &

There May Be Cause for Concern
by J.T.Kern

To the casual observer, a two
out of three start in a grueling season isn't bad, but Friday's 97-75
loss to Villanova, following wins
over Bentley and Stonehill may be

causefor concern.
On Sunday night BC dropped
an overmatched Bentley team 86-58. The result was expected and
everything went pretty much to
order. John Bagley, whosebid for
All-America status was enhanced
by a truly spectacular week, turned in 22 points. The Eagles'
swarming team defense, complete
with full court pressure, left Bentleyhighly disorganized.

Yet, when the visiting Falcons
did manage to bring the ball up
court, they got it in to 6' 10" Todd
Orlando enough times for him to
riddle BC for 20 points. Orlando
is a solid Division II player, but
he is not the second coming of
Abdul-Jabbar, and should not
have been as effective inside as he
was.
Two nights, later, Stonehill usedbumping and pushing tactics to
cling to BC for at least to the end
of the first half. Although their
tallest player is only 65", the
Chiefatins use of rough and physical play (along with the scorching hand of Bob Reitz) contributed to BC's inability to get untracked early. Stonehill's 64",
225-pound thug Roland Fiore
constantly bumped Bagley and
Burnett Adams as they ran their
routes through the lanes. BC was
not intimidated by Fiore's antics
as they converted his inane fouls
into points, but they were nevertheless slowed down by them.
Again BC's lack of muscle was
slightly evident.
Said Coach Davis of the rough
play, "The Big East is physical

and against Villanova you are going to see physical play. This
game prepares us for Villanova."
Maybe BC was prepared to face
physical play, but their first Big
East encounter was a disaster as
Villanova dispatched them by 22.
Any notions that surfaced in the
two previous games about BC's
problems with big men and rough
play were made stronger as the
Wildcats' Monsters of the Midway, JohnPinone and Mike Mulquin, combined for 39 points.
These two plus 610" freshman
Ed Pinckney left little room inside
for Jay Murphy and Martin Clark

got more than just two wins. John
Bagley has picked up where he

left off last year. He netted his
twenty plus points against both
Bentley and Stonehill and treated
the Meadowlands fans to a fantastic 30 point exhibition Friday
night. On Wednesday he left
everyone at Roberts Center gaping with an around-the-headhook
pass to Murphy underneath all
alone for two. But more surprising was the play of Michigan
transfer John Garris, whose arrival in the Stonehill game marked
BC's upsurge. In his first few
minutes, the 6'B" Garris muscled
to operate.
in a rebound, batted a shot to
This does not mean that every- mid-courtand after he was fouled
timethe Eagles encounter a tall or sank two free throws.To these, he
rough team that they will lose. added a pretty banker for two off
With Bagley and Chandler perenan alleyroop from Murphy. In the
nial outside threats and Murphy second half, Garris proved himand Clark able to hit ten foot self a bona fide Sultan of Swat
jumpers pretty consistently they with several rejections plus three
can unclog the middle. BC's fullgoaltendingcalls.
court pressure and zone defense
"I like playing for BC," says
can minimize the effectiveness of the former Wolverine, "my teama dominant offensive player. But mates help me out a lot. I'll get
unless BC can effectively do these better as the season goes on." As
things, they could face a long sea- soon as he gets his timing down,
son, especially in the Big East Mr. Garris will be responsible for
which features physical play and more rejection slips than Proposiquality big men.
tion 2 Vi.
On the upside of the week, BC

Heights/Sue Dowd

Hockey Gets Swept in
North Country
by Allisyn

Furano

The Boston College hockey
team, after winning two impressive back-to-back overtime
victories at McHugh Forum, were
unable to overcome a three-goal
first period; suffering its first loss
of the season, 6-3, at the hands of

the St. Lawrence Saints.
Princeton was the first to fall as
the Eagles staged a two-goal
comeback in the third period to
tic at four and send thegame into
overtime. Robin Monleon iced the
match by sending the puck past
the Tiger's goalie. With the 5-4
victory, BC remained undefeated,
3-0 for the season.
A week later, in what appeared
to be a repeat performance at
McHugh Forum, Brown jumped
to an early two-goal lead and defensively managed to deny any
real Eagle scoring threat. With
two players in the penalty box,
the Bruins were able to effectively
break up the BC power play and
score their first goal. After David
Livingston was unable to capitalize at one end on a break away,
Brown's Shaun Doherty beat
Billy Switaj to put the Bruins
ahead, 2-0.
BC dug in, however, and aggressively picked up the pace in
the second period. Billy O'Dwyer
and Gary Sampson applied pressure in Bruin territory, but a shot
from the point by Otto Marenholtz was deflected past Bruin
goalie John Franzosa by BC's
Jeff Smith to cut Brown's lead to
one.
The Eagles tied with 5:53 remaining in the second period as
Ed Rauseo fed Billy McDonough
who slipped the puck past Franzosa, Eagle defense prevented any
further scoring attempts, and

with Bruin's Bryan Price in the
penalty box for slashing, BC

scored on the power play. It took
22 seconds for Mike O'Neil, assisted by Jim Chisholm and Tom
Wright, to find the net and put
the Eagles ahead for the first
time, 3-2.
For the remaining time in the
period, BC began to dominate,
posing more scoring threats and
defensively keeping the Bruins
out of BC territory. At 8:35, however, McDonough was called for
tripping, Ed Rauseo and Mike
O'Neil were able to hold off the
Bruin attack, but with 26 seconds
remaining in the penalty, Frank
Carnevale took the assist from
Darrell Petit and scored, tying the
gameat three.
For the third year in a row, BC
and Brown went into overtime,
both previous match-ups ending
in a 4-4 tic. Billy Switaj came up
with a glove save that looked as if
it was going to end the series of
overtime ties. As Switaj recalled,
"My body was moving one way
and he shot the other. When
you've got three quality goalies
suiting, you've got to keep up for
every game."
An attempt at

the other end of
the ice by Billy O'Dwyer was
stopped by Franzosa, and with
7:06 in overtime, Jim Chisholm
was given 2 minutes for interference. Gary Sampson was able to
steal the puck and beat Franzosa
setting up defenseman George
Boudreau for the game winning
goal, 4-3. "I really didn't think
too much about being so far up in
the offensive zone," stated the
freshman. "Gary drew the goalie
over, away from the net, and then
slid the puck to me."
According to coach Len Cccontinued to page 21
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Win Over HC Wraps Up 5-6 Season
by Michael McCarthy

The 1981 football season has
now finally come to a close and,
unfortunately, there will be no
curtain calls for the Eagles. The
high expectations of the preseason for a possible bowl bid
were dashed way before the
Thanksgiving break and BC was
only left with a fight for respectability in thelatter part of the campaign. Sifting through the remains of this 5-6 season, though,
there is some cause for optimism.
However, there is still some work
to be done before the Eagles will
be ready to take the field next
year in their opener against that
emerging powerhouse, Clemson.
It almost seemed that right
from the start that this wasn't
going to be BC's year. The team
was plagued by injuries all year
long, with the first big one coming a couple of weeks before the
first game. This is when starting
QB John Loughery hurt his hand
in practice, which caused a problem at this position for the first
part of the season. On top of this,
last year's leading rusher, Shelby
Gamble, was suspended before
the season started for missing
practice (He later left the team).
The team definitely started off the
season in a hole.
Despite the adversities, BC
managed to start the year off on
the right foot by upsetting Texas
A, 13-12. In this game, the Eagles
were able to play their patented
early-season, inspirational brand
of football, which worked effectively against the Aggies. This
game was easily the Eagles' best
defensive game, which consequently led to the victory, especially with the offense being decimated with injuries.
This taste of success was very
short-lived because BC then
found itself entering the suicidal
part of their schedule. The team's
excursion down to Chapel Hill,

NC to play North Carolina on regional television, is living proof.
Although the trip was a financial
success, with the TV and gate re-

BC Starts
At Clemson
Boston College will open the
1982 football season against the
nation's No. 1 team the Clemson Tigers.
The Eagles have agreed to play
Clemson next September 4 at
Clemson, S.C. according to an
anouncement made last Wednesday by Athletic Director William
J. Flynn.
In return, the Tigers will play
B.C. in Chestnut, Hill September
10, 1983.
Clemson (11-0) ended the current regular season as the top
team in both the United Press International and Associated Press
polls. The Tigers will seek to wrap
up the national championship
against Nebraska in the Orange
Bowl on January 1.
Clemson and Boston Colleg<
have played 12 previous games
all between the 1938and 1960 sea
sons. The Tigers claim seven vie
tories, the Eagles four and then
has been one tic.
The Clemson game complete:
BC's 11-game schedule for nex
fall. A vacancy occurred in th<
'82 slate when Villanova unexpec
tedly dropped football competi
tion earlier this year.
?

?

?

venues totalling about $330,000,
it ended up to be an athletic disaster, as the 56-14 score proves. The
Tar Heels, who wore down BC's
defense, were just too powerful
for the Eagles to handle.
The next three games were
equally as disappointing. West
Virginia, Perm State, and Navy
all found the Eagles to be easy
prey for them. It was during this

Featured Athlete. John cooper

Cooper

Hopes

Conceison

.

It is with this spirit that hopecan enter the 1982
football campaign and put 1981
behind them. Although 1981
wasn't a banner year, it did see
the emergence of a young,
talented quarterback, who should
be able to guide the team effectively over the next three years.
Now what remains is to fill all
those holes in the defense, which
are caused by graduation. If this
can be done, maybe the football
team can realize better things in
fully BC

1982

to Turn Pro

Apparently, his organized hockey
career had come to an end beWhen John Cooper wakes up in cause it was the autumn and
his Lower Campus third-floor spring games, football and baseapartment each morning, a ball, that would occupy his playfamiliar sight with happy ing time in college. Still, he admemories, Alumni Stadium, mits, "Sometimes I miss playing
awaits him outside the living hockey."
Cooper's left toe on the
room picture window. He can
now say, "It was through those gridiron overshadows the imgoalposts at the far end that I set pressive accomplishments of his
the Boston College career field left arm on the baseball diamond's pitching mound. He engoal record."
Of course, Cooper would never joyed a brilliant career in high
use that kind of language to de- school as a hurler every other
scribe his feat of two weeks ago game and in centerfield between
against Rutgers, his two three- starts. Coop maintained his edge
pointers to top Fred Steinfort on overarea hitters through his first
the all-time list with 33 FGs. The two seasons at The Heights until a
Concord, Ma. native is modest bursitis in his left elbow severely
about his many athletic accom- hindered his junior-year appearances.
plishments throughout his schoolA Greater Boston League allboy and collegiate careers. Many
if not most of BC's athletes in the star as a sophomore, the lefty was
three revenue sports (football, beset by frustration last season.
basketball and hockey) lettered in "It was a nagging, sharp pain,"
each of the three varsity seasons recalled Cooper, who vows, "I'll
while in high school. There are be working out with a lot of
few, if any others, however, who weights over the winter" in preexcelled in all three the way paration for his last hardball camCooper did at Concord-Carlisle paign at Shea Field.
Regional High School.
He looks forward to baseball,
Coop downplays the role he emphasizing, "We have a lot of
played on the C-C hockey team good players. Coach (Eddie) Pelhis junior year when the Patriots legrini has a great sense of humor
rolled to a Dual County League to keep us loose, yet he really
crown. As a second and third line knows the game as well."
Yet, with all the attention he
center, his clutch scoring was instrumental in the team's success.
drew in baseball and hockey, he
His senior season on the ice was attracted even more in football; it
wiped out on Turkey Day that was around that sport that he
year when Cooper, the quartersought for a college. "I looked at
back, suffered a broken leg a lot of Ivies, Maine (from where
against archrival Bedford, BC present BC head coach JackBicksafety ToddRussell's alma mater. nell tried to land him for the
by John

period that BC had its biggest
problems, which centeredaround
the quarterback situation,
increasing injuries and a lenient
defense.
One of these problems, the QB
spot, resolved itself for the season
and probably for the next three
years when freshman Doug Flutie
stepped in and directed the offense in the last quarter of the
Perm State game. He was so impressive in this game that he won
over the starting spot.
He was able to put a good deal
of spark back into BC's stagnant
offense with his scrambling ability. With Flutie at the helm, the
Eagles were 4-3 the rest of the
way, which isn't too bad considering the injury situation. Included in his triumphs are big
wins over.Army and UMass, and
thrilling victories over Rutgers
and Holy Cross. Probably the
biggest game that he played in
was the Pittsburgh game, when
BC almost erased a 19-point deficit, but ended up losing by five.
The Pittsburgh game is one in
which the team must be commended. After falling behind by
19 points, the team could have
easily thrown in the towel, like in
earlier games, but they showed
great character and came back to
within a few yards of pulling the
game out and upsetting the
Panthers.

Black Bears' starting QB job) and
New Hampshire," said Cooper,
who was a National Honor
Society member while at Concord-Carlisle. "After hearing
about the success of Steinfort
(now with the Denver Broncos of
the NFL), the players and the
coaches making me feel at home,
and seeing that the academics
were along the same line as the
high quality of the athletic program, I decided on BC."
When Cooper arrived on the
scene in 1978, senior Tim Moorman had a lock on the Eagle
placekicking job, and it seemed
one of the finest athletes ever to
hail from the Dual County
League would be spending the
dreadful 0-11 season from the
sidelines. Then Dennis Gallagher,
the successor to BC's all-time
leading punter Jim Walton, left
school, so the punting chores,
which Cooper also assumed in
high school, wereup for grabs.
Enter Coop and Jim Budness
into the punting sweepstakes. "1
had no intentions of punting until
Gallagher left," said Cooper.
When Budness, though he was
kicking extremely well, was preoccupied with his defensive duties, Cooper was handed the position by then-coach Ed Chlebek.
During those eleven dreadful
games, his punting was one of the
team's few bright spots.
In '79, Cooper took over the
placekicking for the first time
since his senior year in high
school when he split the uprights
with a 47-yard blast. His raw
continued to page 21

Big East Preview
by Ray

Miller

The Christmas shopping madness isn't the only season which
officially starts the weekend after
Thanksgiving. The college basketball season also began a week ago
and for the Roberts Center faithful that means exciting months of
watching the hoop Eagles in action. It also means the start of
another season of intense competition in the Big East Conference.
Trying to pick a team to win the
regular season title this year may
be even tougher than deciphering
the Rubik's Cube.
Boston College, Connecticut,
Georgetown, St. John's, and
Villanova all have legitimate
shots at taking the title. Syracuse,
in the midst of a rebuilding season, can't be counted out, either,
while both Seton Hall and Providence will be out to resume the
role of spoiler that they played so
well at the end of last season.
Anything can happen in this conference, which is one of the most
balanced leagues in the country.
In addition, the Eagles will play a
number of tough non-conference
opponents like Holy Cross,
Rhode Island, and Fairfield.
CONNECTICUT: This is the last
shot at glory for talented seniors
Corny Thompson and Mike
McKay. After reaching the
NCAA's as freshmen, they have
had to settle for the NIT the past
two seasons. This year, Thompson, McKay and fellow senior
Chuck Aleksinas will be determined to play their last gamevery
late in March.
Forwards Thompson and
McKay and center Aleksinas comprise a talented Husky front
court. They will be joined in the

losing seasons. Mullaney inherits
a veteran team that upset Georgetown, Villanova and St. John's
last February, then shocked Boston College in the first round of
the Big East playoffs in March.
The starting lineup will feature
senior Billy Fields and junior Ron
Jackson at forwards, sophomore
Otis Thorpe at center, with senior
Jim Panaggio and junior Ricky
Tucker at guard. Top returnees
include sophomoreforward Mar-

starting lineup by sophomore

guards Vern Giscombe and Karl
Hobbs. Coach Dom Perno will
also have a talentedbench, led by
sophomore forward Norman
Bailey, junior center Bruce
Kuczenski and senior guard Jim
Sullivan. UConn should also
benefit from three incoming
freshmen, forward Larry Blucher
from Yonkers, NY, guard Brian
Buckelew from Somerville, NJ
and forward Mike Vaughan from
Glen Cove, NY.
GEORGETOWN: Hoya freshman Patrick Ewing will probably
be the top attraction at Roberts
Center this season, as everyone
will want to see the most coveted
recruit of a year ago. Ewing isn't
a one-man show, however. The
starting guards will be senior Eric
"Sleepy" Floyd and sophomore
Fred Brown. Joining Ewing in the
starting frontcourt will be seniors
Eric Smithand Ed Spriggs.
Coach John Thompson will
also have a number of other top
lettermenback from last season in
senior guard Ron Blaylock,
junior forward David Blue, senior
forward Mike Hancock, junior
Kurt Kaull and sophomore guard
Gene Smith. In addition to
Ewing, four other highlyregarded freshmen have enrolled
at Georgetown this year. They are
forward Anthony Jones, forward
Bill Martin, forward Ralph Dalton and guard Elvado Smith. This
imposing blend of experience and
unlimited young potential makes
the Hoyas an awesome team, despite what their slow start indicates.

.

PROVIDENCE: First of all,
Joe's back. Joe Mullaney, the
man who literally put Providence
on the map when he coached the
Friars to a 271-94 record between
1955 and 1969, returns to rebuild
theFriars after their three straight

lon Burns, sophomore forward
Scan Canty, sophomore guard
Jim Cholakis and sophomore
guard Carl Hill. The Friars top
freshman is forward Keith Lomax
from Washington, DC.
ST. JOHN'S: You'll definitely
need a scorecard when the Redmen come to town. Lou Carnesecca has added six newcomers
to his team, three of whom will be
starting. Two returning juniors,
David Russell and Billy Goodwin,
will be the starting forwards. Jeff
Allen, a transfer from Rutgers, is
the starting center while junior
Bob Kelly, who Eagle fans will remember played two years alongside Ronnie Perry at Holy Cross,
and freshman Chris Mullin from
Brooklyn, NY, are the guards.
Carnesecca will havethe luxury
of a deep bench this season, something which the Redmen lacked
last year. The leading returnees
are senior guard Larry Washington, junior guardKevin Williams,
junior center Trevor Jackson,
junior guard George Garrison
and senior forward Ray James.
Other newcomers include freshman center Bill Wennington from
Long Island, the first sevenfooter ever to play at St. John's,
freshman forward Ron Stewart
from Brentwood, NY and forward Mike Feigenbaum, a transfer from Ohio University.
SETON HALL: Hoddy Mahon
became the coach of the Pirates
afterBill Raftery realized it would
be safer to watch Seton Hall play
from behind a microphone.
Mahon, however, does inherit all
the key players from last season's
team. Leading the way will be
senior guard Dan Callandrillo,
who averaged over seventeen
points a game a year ago. He will
be joined in the backcourt by
freshman John Sealey of Boston.
Senior Howard McNeil and sophomore Tom Brown are the starting forwards while junior Dan
Dunne gets the starting job at
center.

.

The top returnees for the Pirates are sophomores forward Sir
John Collins, senior forward
Daryl Devero, junior guard Steve
Grieco and junior forward Clark
Young. The top newcomers include juniorcollege transfer Mike
Ingram, and two freshmen, guard
Kevin Boyle of Clark, NJ and forward Nate Rogers of Orange, NJ.
SYRACUSE: The Orangement
will be led by the junior trio this
season. Guard Erich Santifer and
forwards Leo Rautins and Tony
Bruin will try to pick up this year
where last year's NIT finalist
squad left off. The other two
starting spots, however, are up
for grabs. Four players are battling for the center spot, sophomore Larry O'Neill, sophomore
Scan Kerins, freshman Peter
Wynne from Beverly, MA and
freshman Andre Hawkins from
Malverne, NY. Although the four
centers are all inexperienced, the
resulting depth at that position
should make the Orangemen
strong.

The other guard position will
be shared by sophomore Gene
Waldron and freshman Sonny
continued to page 21
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Have A Big East X-mas

.

1. CONNECTICUT (11-3)
This year UConn Cornelius
Sorry, but The Beak has been finally discovers gold.
2. GEORGETOWN (10-4)
forced to postpone his final trivia
exam until next semester. He Patrick Ewing, "There's always
must attend to more important tomorrow,. ."
3. BOSTON COLLEGE (9-5)
finals before his cume takes a
Hope Bagley the Redtotal nosedive.
It is hoped, however, that this Uniformed Roundballer can shine
week's column will serve as a Santa Davis' sleigh through the
pleasant Holiday substitute for Big East storm again.
John
4. VILLANOVA (8-6)
the quiz. I have made my pre-seaPinone can pass for the Abominson Big East regular season basketball picks (ask me about the able Snowmonster.
No
5. SYRACUSE (7-7)
tournament, which is another
chimney in the Dome, no Christstory, when the time comes),
which stand regardless of the mas.
"We
6. ST. JOHN'S (5-9)
Friday night BC-Villanova
elves,.
.
"
play
like
Santa's
game's outcome.
7. PROVIDENCE (4-10)
It is a well-known fact that,
during study breaks, most of the Have a Holly, Jolly Christmas,
student body turns on the tube at Joe Mullaney. Undoubtedly, it
this time of year to watch reruns willbe your best timeof the year.
8. SETON HALL (2-12)
of those children's Christmas favorites. Missing one of these often "Why am I such a misfit?"
Good luck in finals, root for
sends one on the same kind of
our 1982 opening football opponguilt trip as when a regular
ent, Clemson, to clinch this year's
churchgoer has to skip a week benational championship in the
cause ofundue circumstances.
Orange Bowl against Nebraska (It
and
Skim over the predictions,
if you're filled with enough of the will look better to face the defendChristmas spirit, determine the ing champ next September, enjoy
underlying children's special the Holidays and catch y'all next
semester.)
themeof these picks.
by John

Conceison

?

?

.

?

?

?

?
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Turn Pro
Cooper Hopes to
March.

continuedfrom page 20
talent as a kicker has been supplemented by many around the BC
campus along his path to the
school's season (16 for 21 in 1980)
and career field goal marks. "Tim
(Moorman) helped me a lot with
my style and approach, as did
Barry Gallup, Fred Steinfort and
Hans Westerkamp."
Whether it could be as a draftee
or a free agent, Cooper would like
the chance to break into the pros
as a placekicker. His longest field
goaUboot has been 49 yards, but
he has connected from 50 and
beyond consistently in several
practices. "I want to give it a
shot," said Cooper, "but I know
I'll have to work hard over the
summer."
His family is very close, drawn
together even tighter by the passing of his mother, Marjorie, after
a long bout with cancer just prior
to the start of the baseball season

Swimmers Psyched For Strong Season

?

The oldest of four
brothers, Cooper remembered
that "it was tough to get adjusted
to my father (John) working two
jobs over the last three years, but
I guess that hard workrubbed oTf
on all of us.
"It was tough on all of us, as
we were really dependent on our
mother. We were well prepared,
and all my friends here at BC and
in Concord have been great to me
last

by Pat Reilly

After six weeks of grueling
early season workouts, the men's
swim team is ready to top last
year's excellent season. With the
loss of five letter winners, three of
whom now hold team records,
this may prove to be a difficult
task, but some new faces may
provide the scoring which BC will
need in some tough meets this
year.

BC again will be very tough in
the freestyle events with the return of BC's 4th all-time scoring
leader, Co-captain Bob Vanasse.
Vanasse holds the team records in
the 50 and 100 yd. freestyle events
and will be very tough to beat this
year. Returning swimmers Cocaptain Ernie Ostic, Mike crua,
John Crocamo, and Neil Bronzo
along with freshman Gary Donlin
will provide substantial support in
the short distance freestyleevents.
Chris Lynch is the returning distance freestyler and will be supported by newcomers Al Lawrence and Harry Briggs. Briggs
will provide help in many events

as he is a versatile swimmer, yet
his main contribution will be in
the distancefreestyle.
In the other events sophomores
Steve McDonald and Lynch will
provide the punch in the breaststroke events, while Pat Reilly
and Kevin Conway will give BC
strength in backstroke and individual medley events. Freshmen
butterflier Mark McCullagh has
the potential to become one of
BC's best in what is otherwise a
weak event for the Eagles. Freshmen Paul Barker and Kevin
Thornton are the other newcomers and will add much needed
depth to the BC swimming squad.

The team has already seen action in the annual BC Pentathlon
and the BC Coed Relays. In the
relay meet the men's squad
teamed up with the women's
squad to take first place in this
meet featuring six other area
teams. Each relay was composed
of a combination of men and
women and the Eagles took an
impressive six first places out of

page20

Spera from End well, NY. Coach

Jim Boeheim will also have bench
from junior forward
Chris Lewis, senior forward Ron
Those that know the likeable Payton, and sophomore guard
human resources manageCalvin Perry.
ment&marketing double major VILLANOVA: Coach Rollie
personally, around here as well as
Massimino will field a young
in Concord, can respond without team that has a lot of experience.
hesitation that they are just as The key man for the Wildcats is
proud to hail from the same comjunior center John Pinone, who
munity as John Sampson Cooper.
was one of the conference's top
players in a number of offensive
categories a year ago. Pinone will
be joined in the starting lineup by
seniors Aaron Howard and John
Sices at forward. The guards will
Harvard,
going
fered a threat to
into the final portion of the meet be junior Stewart Granger and
sophomoreFrank Dobbs.
(the relays) as BC was in a posiFour other returning lettermen
tion to pull off a major upset as
the boys from the Heights were are sophomore forward Mike
only trailing the Crimson 48-42. Mulquin, junior guard Kevin
Unfortunately,
the Eagles McKenna, junior guard Marty
dropped both of the crucial Lutschaunig and senior guard
relays, and as a result the rather Jeff Sherry. The Wildcats also
unimpressive score was produced. have three outstanding freshmen
strength

Track Downed by
Harvard, 80-56
Muscato
by Ross

Sometimes in sports the final
score is not truly indicative of
how narrow the margin of victory
was between two teams; such was
the case last Tuesday night at
Harvard as the BC mens track
team found themselves on the
short sideof an 80-56 score.
The fact is that the Eagles of-

In their only dual meet thus far,
the Eagles were outclassed by a
much improved Northeastern
team by a score of 76-37. "Although we lost to a fine team,"
jstated Co-Captain Ostic, "we
came away with a lot of excellent
timesand optimism for therest of
the year." The 400 freestyle relayreflected this in that the team of
Pat Reilly, John Cromaco, Mike
Cura, and Bob Vanasse won the
event in a remarkable time of
3:24.5. This ranks with some of
the best times ever achieved by a
BC team.
The Eagles have a tough schedule ahead of them but will be
ready to face the competition
after a week and a halfof training
in sunny Puerto Rico over the
Christmas vacation.

Who Wins Conference Is
Anyone?s Guess
from
continued

and my brothers throughout.
They have made me proud to be a
part ofConcord and BC."

the nine events. Three of those
victories were team records as the
team swam very well and geared
itself up for the rest of the year.

in forward Ed Pinckney of
Bronx, NY, forward Dwayne
McClain from Worcester, MA
and guard Gary McLain of
Methuen, MA.
Here are the key players that
the Eagles will face in their nonconference gamesthis season.
BROWN: F Bill Chapman, F
Ira James, G Alex Bynum; NEW
HAMPSHIRE: G Robin Dixon,
G Al McClain, C Mike Keeler;
FAIRFIELD: F Hank Foster, C
RHODE
Pete Deßisschop;
ISLAND: C Horace Owens, F
Marc Upshaw, G Kevin Whiting,
F Roland Houston; NORTHEASTERN: G Perry Moss, F
Phil Robinson, F Dave Leitao;
MERRIMACK: F Jack Uhlar, C
Mike Jeffreis, G Greg Herenda;
HOLY CROSS: G Kevin
Greaney, G Eddie Thurman, F
Chris Logan, F Pat Elzie, C Ernie
Floyd; ST. ANSELM'S: C Matt
Burdick, F John McMurtrie, G
ChrisSalamone.
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Mucho BC Sports Action
Here At The Heights
During The Next Month
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Hockey
continuedfrom page 19

come from behind, and we did so
in the third period both tonight
and against Princeton. The game
winning goal was nicely set up by
Ed Rauseo and Gary Sampson.
We need someone like that

-

Basketball
Wednesday night vs. Brown
Jan. 16 vs. Providence
BOTH GAMESBEGIN AT 7:30 PM

(Heights/Alec Harrison)

glarski, "We didn't get off to a
fast start, but Brown is a good
skating team. Any good team can

Tomorrow vs. Maine
Dec 10 vs Northeastern
Dec. 20 vs. Merrimack
Jan. 9 vs. Boston University
an "
vs " Prov idence
ALL GAMES BEGIN AT 7:30 PM

Women's Basketball
Saturday vs. UMass-Amherst ?4 PM
Jan. 5 vs. UMass-Boston ?7 PM
Jan. 14 vs. Harvard ?7 PM

(Boudreauj to come up with the
big play," he concluded.

BC's four game winning streak
and undefeated record were, both
broken as St. Lawrence, often
scoring three first period goals,
handed the Eagles their first loss
6-3. Jim Herlity, Gary Sampson,
and Tom Wright were all credited
with goals in the effort.

Ticket Information Available At
Roberts Center Ticket Office

I

TheHeights gratefullyacknowledges the support of
the Blue Chips ofBoston College
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Braz & Small Fare Well In Nationals
by Reed Stacey

search of a national championship. While neither came home
with the trophy, their stellar performances earned them the right
to becalled the best in the nation.
Nancy Small went one step further as she posted a 12th place
finish in AIAW Division II
Championships. For her outstanding run, Small was named to
the All-American team. This
marked the first time in Boston
College history that any crosscountry runner had earned this
prestigious honor. The BC Eagle
must have been flying high that
day in Idaho.
Small and her teammates also
"harried" their way to a ninth-

runners in the NCAA Division I
Championships. Braz's performance was evenmore remarkable
when one considers thathe is still
a sophomore and a return to the
nationals is almost inevitable.
Braz is already one of the top fifty
runners in the United States and
among the top five sophomores in
the nation. Coach Jack McDonald was very pleasedwith the
result and has hopes for the rest
of the team to make the trip next
year.
"We were hoping to make the
top half of the field," McDonald
mentioned, "so Freddie really
outdid himself. He also gained
some valuable experience and a
V
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TAKE THE FREE UGBC
SHUTTLE TO LOGAN!!
Buses will leave on Thursday, the 17th and
Friday, the 18th.
Leaving from:
New Theatre
Beacon & Hammond
Hardy/Qushing
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Don't hassle with a taxi to the airport afterfinals.
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HARGREAVES STUDIOS
WILL BE RETURNING SENIOR PORTRAITS
TODAY AND TOMORROW ONLY AT
McELROY 101 , 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

NEED A RIDE TO
THE AIRPORT?

renewed confidence. And that
confidence will rub off on the
team as a whole."
This year's nationals, both the
men's and the women's, \u25a0vere significant in the sense that Boston
College was one of the few universities in the nation that sent
athletes to both competitions.
This was the cherry on the
whipped cream, as the harriers on
the Heights completed their most
successful seasonin history.

place finish in the battle for the
team title. Finishing only two
country
team's
The cross
of seventh place, BC
season was over a number of points out
topped arch-rival Villanova to
weeks ago, but for two Eagle runners the "season" was just start- qualify as the best team in the
East. Another first for a crossing. Both Nancy Small and Ferbegan
their second country team that will be even
nando Braz
seasons with a trip to the Na- better next year.
Braz also madea name for himtionals. Small was off to Idaho,
and Braz traveled to Kansas in self by finishing 85th out of 220

292 Boylston St., Boston

January Graduates:
The lucrative field of
employee benefits awaits you.
What's employee benefits?

A full 36% of any employer's payroll. That means it's
important to them. And it can mean an unusual opportunity,
if you're one of the special people we're looking for.

We're Unionmutual.

if

intercollegiate

?

/ HOCKEY V

Itournamentl

featuring four top college hockey teams...
SB.-.-..?.. TUBS., DeC. 29 ?i-??-»..
PLATTSBURGH / CORNELL 6PM

BOSTON COLLEGE/CLARKSON 9PM
\u25a0--i-«-?wed., Dec. 30~?-??«
CONSOLATION GAME 6PM
CHAMPIONSHIP GAME 9 PM

/J7\
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Dec 29-30 <*%
Lake Placid tjgf
OfiM
V^^^^HI
Jr%b

Olympic Center

I

TICKETS $5 &$7
1 available at
? Boston College
_S w ik
Office
Ticket
m\
m
information call 518/523/3330
%\ ifor ticket
_, direct reservation service
BCO-342-9561
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A company known nationwide for excellence and leadership
in Employee Benefits
Group Health, Life, Pensions and
Disability Income.

>>VX

We're looking for outstanding January graduates to
staff our sales offices across the country.

After an extensive one-year training program, you'll be ready
to deal with professional consultants, brokers and agents in

meeting their corporate and professional Glients' employee
benefits needs. This is a marketing position which will
challenge your technical and people talents to the fullest.
And since you're a mid-term graduate, you'll be 5 months
ahead of your class in knowledge and hands-on experience
when the rest of our college recruits join us in June. That
can mean using your expertise sooner and quicker
promotions.

Starting salary is $16,000.

We offer excellent fringe benefits and opportunity for
advancement.

You've worked hard for your January graduation.

Now let that January degree give you the edge.
Send your resume to:
Glenn Zimmerman, Manager
Recruiting & Manpower
Branch Marketing
Unionmutual
2211 Congress Street
Portland Maine 04122

A
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Unionmutual Is an equal opportunity employer.
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Classifieds

porch, fireplace. $258. 267-6380.

continuedfrom page 2
cal analysis with computer programs, data graphs and animal
care.
Accounting Position intensive
on-the-job training prepares accounting major for more complex
assignments. Responsibilities include analytical, financial, reporting and information gathering
functions.
Data Analyst/Programmer
needed to work directly with staff
in the design, programming and
analysis of dataon business development potential.

Major New York firm seeks

computer science, organizational
management, and marketing, majors for a 3-4 week internship in

New York.
Marketing-Management intern
needed in a major company in
Boston, starting in January.
The following internships are
available in the summer of 1982.
ConservationPositions work in
all aspects of park, forest and Natural Resource Management.
Open to all majors. Deaddline for
summer, March 1
Summer Gallery Assistant
needed to work in Art Gallery in
all aspects of museum work.
Deadline, Feb. 12,1982.
Paying internship position as
Business Manager at a camp in
the Philadelphia area. Responsibilities include purchasing, bookkeeping and kitchen supervising.
Political Science Dept. offers opportunity to study American national govt, and politics in Washington to juniors and seniors.
Eight-week intern with $1000 stipend. Pick up application in
McGuinn 201 before Dec. 15.

Brown & Finnegan Movers, local
My Dearest Buddy, Buena suerte and long distance, overseas. No
en tvs ex amenes, y dcs pues, el job too small. Reasonable rates,
mas feliz navidad possible!! (Te fully insured. Regular trips all
N.E., NY, NJ, PA, DEL, MD,
vereantes del ano nuevo!?)
Joyeux Noel. DC. Call anytime. 364-1927.
Liz Farrelly
Thanks for the gift that keeps on MDPU #1498, MCICC #1931.
giving. It's good to be social this Boston College Delivery Service:
season. Continue to spread joy NY Times & Boston Globe. For
and bare tidings. Ted, Dave and new orders or any complaints,
please contact Gayle Bielski,
Rudolph.
LOST: A gold, square-shaped, MOD 358 through Campus mail
Bulova watch. White and red or call 964-3499.
stones on the numbers. OlderIf you are a Graduate Nurse preHAS GREAT SENlooking
paring for the Mass. Licensing
TIMENTAL VALUE TO FAMExam, the R.N. TutoringProject
ILY! $100.00 REWARD can help you with specialtutoring
OFFERED FOR THE RETURN sessions. Call the Boston YWCA
OF IT. Call Mike or leave (536-7940, ext. 134) for details.
message... 964-1217.

-

..
.

RIDES AVAILABLE
Ride available departing from
Lower Campus Dec. 21, TIX to
Dec. 20. Hockey game included.
Call Jack any time.964-2122.

ROOMMATES
WANTED

-

2 roommates wanted large sunny
7 room apartment, two blocks
from BC, three bedrooms. $233 a
month, not including utilities.
332-6926 after 8 pm.
2 Female Roommates needed.
$160/ mo. utilities included. 783-4033.
Male Roommate needed to fill
two BR apartment. Chiswick Rd.,
close to MBTA on BC shuttle.
AvailableDec. Ist. 787-5417.
M/F Roommate needed, 1-1/2
milesfrom BC (Allston) $165/ mo
and share util; tjes. Call 277-6764.

.

SERVICES

PERSONAL

LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS
Why not take the opportunity to study in London?
A wide range of subjects and courses is available in Central London for
students of the social sciences.
Junior year

One-year Master's degrees

Postgraduate Diplomas

.".Research

Subjects include Accounting and Finance, Actuarial Science, Anthropology, Business Studies, Econometrics, Economics, Economic History,
Geography, Government, Industrial Relations, International History,
International Relations, Law, Management Science, Operational Research, Philosophy, Politics, Population Studies, Social Administration,
Social Work, Sociology, Social Psychology and Statistical and Mathematical Sciences.
Application blanks from:
Admissions Directorate, L.S.E., Houghton Street
London WC2A 2AE, England
Please state whether junior year or postgraduate.
mKmm^^^mml^^^^^m^^^m^^mm^mmm^'^aI
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TRAVEL

College Week in Bermuda. Beach
parties, night clubs, and other activities. Don't miss out on a good
time!For more info, call Cathy at
326-7603.
Party at Sugarbush. Sign up for
Sugarbush Ski and Party week,
$180. Call Andy, Bill or Gordon
at 964-0821, Frank 277-8705, or
Randy 964-3795.
?a??\u25a0?bbMbW ?awOb?bbb?aa ?aM~sa?i ?\u25a0?^? ???\u25a0-
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250
REWARD
$

Sub Turn', the Yearbook of Boston College is
offering a 5250 reward for any information
which might lead to the return or recovery of a
Beseler photo enlarger. Model 45MX, taken from
McElroy 101 on Wednesday, Nov. 25 between
5 a.m. and 2 p.m.
If you think you might know something, contact
Campus Police detectives at x4440 or the Dean of
Students Office at x3470. All information will be
kept strictly confidential!

CAREER PLACEMENT
REGISTRY
Seniors, don't let job oppor-

H test prep services

tunities pass you by. Have you
registered with CPR? If not,
call toll-free 1-800-368-3093 for

HOUSING
Attentionstudents: Sunny, 1 lge.
bedroom in 6 bedroom house.

\u25a0 575boytefcnst
\u25a0 boston, mas&OpfaS

I

full detailsand data entry form.

The O 'Cornell House & Sub Turri IstAnnual

Photography Contest

This year s theme will coincide with the 1982yearbook s theme of:

Boston College

Not a College, Not in Boston
How can you depict this theme with photography?

Photos will be judged on composition originality, creativity, and overall photographic
quality.
?

Contest open to all Boston College Undergraduates.

Deadline for submission is Feb. 12,1982.
Early entries are encouraged.
? Winning entries will be placed
inihe 1982 supplement and announced at the
OSPAR awards banquet.
?

CATEGORIES
Black & White
A. Four-shot photo essay (5x7)
1 entry per person

B, A

single shot that depicts the theme
5x7 print (3 entries per person)

Color
A. Single photo that depicts
the theme.
5x7 Prints or slides
3 entries per person

Your photos may be shot of the following subject matter but you are certainly not limited to just these
areas: student life, surrounding scenery, academics, community, love affairs, etc. "Anything goes."
Bring entries into the SubTurri office or O'Connell House. Have your name, address,
and telephone
number clearly labeled on each entry.
Allphoto entries willbecomethepropertyof the O'Connell/SubTurriphoto contest dept.

<
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There's nothing worse than being away

at school and finding yourself short on money.
It's a problem almost every BC student
encounters sooner or later. But now, Bayßank
Middlesexhas the solution: X-Press 24?
When you or your parents have an
account with a Bayßank, you can have your

own Bayßanks Card. This card lets you withdraw cash 24hours a day, 365 days a year
from over 200 X-Press 24slocatedaround
Massachusetts. In fact, yourparents can
deposit intothe account at home, and you can
draw on it from the X-Press 24 automated
tellerlocated in McElroy Commons.

So if you need tobuy books, supplies,
tickets or pizza, youll always havecash right
at your fingertips. And Mom and Dad will be
relieved toknow that you can getmoney
quickly in case of an emergency. Bayßank
Middlesex. While you're away at school,
we'll make you feel more at home.

\u25a0

BayBank

Middlesex

